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FOREWORD 

This report provides documentation on the development of a standard organizational 
framework for core leadership roles and functions in the U.S. Army. This framework was 
developed through careful analysis and has been presented to the U.S. Army's Center for Army 
Leadership (CAL) and its parent organizations to permeate policies and practices associated with 
leadership training, development, and performance management. The intent of the competency 
framework is to provide a focused set of requirements to go into Army doctrine that will help 
establish a core set of organizational competencies. These competencies can be used to reinforce 
professionalism and promulgate a model of Army leader identity similar to what initiatives on 
Army values and warrior ethos have done. 

The initial presentation of this research on 11 March 2004 to CAL and the Deputy 
Conraiandant of the Conmiand and General Staff College were well received. The framework 
was endorsed by CAL and was presented as a work in progress to a Joint Leader Competencies 
Symposium on 24 March 2004, the Leadership Council of Colonels on 23 April 2004 and to the 
Training and Leader Development General Officer Steering Committee on 19 May 2004. CAL 
is proceeding with plans to incorporate the framework into the next round of Army leadership 
doctrine and is staffing concept papers on it to obtain additional feedback. This research and the 
products that resulted provide an excellent example of effective partnerships that can form 
among Army researchers, policy proponents, private industry, and Army leadership. 

BARBARA A. BLACK 
Acting Technical Director 
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COMPETENCY BASED FUTURE LEADERSHIP REQUIREMENTS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Research Requirement: 

The Army Training and Leader Development (ATLD) Panel has been instramental in 
measuring current Soldier and civilian perceptions of institutional and unit training, self- 
development and culture related to leadership and leader development. The ATLD study did not 
provide much speculation about the requirements on future leaders. The Center for Army 
Leadership (CAL) requested this research to address what leaders of the future need to be 
prepared to do. By knowing this the systems, policies and practices can have a better chance of 
being established to develop effective future leaders. Army leadership doctrine is the starting 
point for all leadership initiatives so a review of the existing leadership framework contained in 
current leadership doctrine, FM 22-100, Army Leadership, will help ensure suitability with the 
Army transformation to the Future Force. 

More and more, organizations are using competency frameworks to describe the 
expectations and requirements of their leaders. But the methods, definitions, and results of 
leadership competency modeling vary greatly across organizations. For leader development 
purposes, a competency framework that focuses on the functions of leadership will help align 
training, development, and performance management processes and better communicate how 
leadership contributes to organizational success. It is particularly important to focus on the 
behavioral aspects of leadership in an organization that promotes only from within and expects 
all its members to become leaders. 

Procedures: 

This research used an analytical approach to develop a competency-based Army 
leadership framework. The framework was analytically derived based on future projections of 
the contexts for leadership, leadership theory, leadership doctrine, experts' projections of 
leadership requirements, identification of the core functions that Army leaders perform across 
organizational levels, and comparisons of competency frameworks from the other U.S. mihtary 
services. Through an iterative process, analysts developed competencies, components, and 
sample actions that were then reviewed by subject matter experts in the field of mihtary 
leadership. Modifications based on these recommendations were made and a core competency 
model of Army leadership was produced. The new model frames requirements as a set of 
competencies that describe appropriate leadership functions and actions that are more 
homogeneous than the current set of doctrinal requirements based on a mixture of knowledge, 
skills, attributes and actions. 

Findings: 

An Army core leadership competency framework was developed that includes eight 
competencies and 55 components. Sample actions indicative of these competencies and 
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components are also provided. Additional infonnation relating these competencies to the 
existing Amiy leadership framework, the processes of leadership assessment, development, and 
feedback, and prevalent leadership theories is also provided. A final Army leadership 
competency fiamework is presented and recommendations for validation and integration into 
Kcisting doctrine are provided. The competency framework, as opposed to the values, attributes, 
skills and actions of the existing framework in FM 22-100 is projected to be a more 
straightforward and descriptive concept of leadership requirements. The competencies, 
amplifying components and sample actions were reviewed and validated by selected subject 
matter experts. 

> Leading others to success 
> Exemplifying sound values and behaviors 
> Vitalizing a positive climate 
> Ensuring a shared understanding 
> Reinforcing growth in others 
> Arming self to lead 
> Guiding successfril outcomes 
> Extending influence 

The first letters of the first words in the eight competencies spell the word LEVERAGE. It is 
intended that the competencies provide a framework that reminds leaders how to influence 
people to get things done. LEVERAGE in leadership, as in physics, is intended to be a way to 
get greater results fiwm one's efforts. 

The benefits of a core organizational competency model will be fiilly realized when it is 
incorporated into leader development policies and practice. Links are appropriate to leader 
performance evaluation and feedback, assignmoit, leader education and training. The proposed 
fi:amework is groimded in the roles deemed appropriate for leaders. Since the fiitimework is 
general and aimed at essential organizational aspects of tiie Army it will always be limited in 
terms of how prescriptive it will be. Development work will need to continue to verify and refine 
the preferred actions for effective performance and that will fit the range of missions, teams and 
subordinates that leaders will influmce. 

Utilization of Findings: 

The proposed Army core leadership competency framework can provide the central basis 
of leadership requirements for the U.iS. Army. The firamework helps establish what roles leaders 
should have to influence others and what should be measured so growth in the competencies can 
be tradced. The framework has been received by the Center for Army Leadership and the 
Command and General Staff College for incorporation into the replacement for FM 22-100, that 
will be designated FM 6-22. The next step in development will be an opportunity for major 
Army commands to review the competenqjr based concepts. As the fiiamework is incorporated 
into new Army leadership doctrine opportunities will be takoi for ftirther validation and 
refinement. 

vm 
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COMPETENCY BASED FUTURE LEADERSHIP REQUIREMENTS 

Introduction 

The Army Training and Leader Development (ATLD) study has produced the most 
comprehensive assessment to date of the institutional, operational, and cultural factors affecting 
Army leader development. In the original ATLD study charter, the Chief of Staff of the Army 
(CSA) specified "an Army Panel to review, assess and provide recommendations for the 
development and training of 21^* Century leaders." Further he required the study to "Identify 
Objective Force leader characteristics and skills" and "Assess the viability of the existing leader 
development model to meet mission requirements in full-spectrum operations" (Chief of Staff, 
2000). The U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Conmiand letter of instruction to the Combined 
Arms Center Study Director specified task 9, 'T)etermine if current training doctrine satisfies the 
tactical and operational requirements and personal expectations of the current force and supports 
ti-ansition to the objective force; provide guidance for doctrinal rewrite as appropriate." None of 
the first four ATLD phases focused extensively on the utility of the current Army leadership 
framework (a single question was asked regarding FM 22-100 during the NCO phase only). 
However, ATLD findings regarding expectations of leader development indicate such a focus is 
warranted to assess the value of the current perspective to address the requirements of an 
uncertain and high stakes future. 

The Center for Army Leadership (CAL) requested this research to establish a projection 
of the leadership requirements for the Army Future Force (up to year 2025) that can be used to 
inform Army leadership doctrine. CSA General Erik Shinseki announced that the Objective 
Force* would be "strategically responsive and dominant across the spectrum of operations." 
Recent descriptions indicate the Future Force will be "a more relevant and ready force - a 
campaign-quality Army with a Joint and Expeditionary mindset" (Army Strategic 
Communications, 2003). Field Manual (FM) 22-100, Army Leadership, (Department of the 
Army, 1999) establishes the doctrine for Army leadership. Since the release of this field manual, 
many changes have occurred as the Army has moved toward the Future Force and has been 
employed in two combat theaters. The potential and actual threats have evolved, and the Army 
is continually working to adjust to the changes. Additional shifts in technological, geopolitical, 
and demographic factors will also continue to present significant challenges to Army leadership 
development. In order to meet these challenges the Army must regularly look ahead at the leader 
performance requirements of the future and provide needed updates to leader development. 

Purpose 

The research team undertook the current effort to examine and expand upon the current 
perspective of Army leadership, specifically focused on the Future Force and with the hopes of 
refining the current framework of Army leadership for greater applicability to the Future Force 
environment and leadership development processes. The thrust behind implementing a 
competency framework for leadership follows from ATLD Study recommendation 7A1^. If used 

' In 1999 when this statement was made the Future Force was known as the Objective Force. 
ATLD officer recommendation 7A1: Develop, fund, and maintain a central Army-wide Warrior Development 

Center using information technology, where soldiers, units, and leaders can go to find standards, training, and 



properly, a competency framework encourages consistrait reference to leadership requirements 
across a leader's entire career and his or her growth as a leader. Similarly competencies provide 
an organizing framework for the Army's leader development initiatives. The purpose in 
establishing competencies for leaders is to define what functions leaders must perform to make 
themselves and others in their organization eflfective. Competencies are a means to define and 
communicate leadership requirements in organizationally relevant trams. 

A Competeruy-based Approach to Army Leadership 

Behavioral scientists and organizational analysts use competencies to describe various 
behaviors, activities, processes, and personal characteristics associated with leadership, 
management, supervisory, and other prevalent positions within organizations (Spencer & 
Spencer, 1993). Many different competency definitions exist (see Newsome, Catano, & Day, 
2003 for examples), some based on the underlying characteristics of individuals and some based 
on the behaviors that are necessary for success in target positions. For leadership, competendes 
should describe what eflfective leaders do to influence individual and organization success 
(Kiavetz Associates, 1998). Consistent with the Army view of leadership as action, leadership 
competencies should represent leadership fimctions and how those ftmctions are related to 
actions. However, this does not fiilly describe the nature of a competency. The research team 
fiirther defined a competaicy as a cluster of knowledges, skills, abilities, and other 
characteristics (KSAOs) that underlies effective individual behavior leading to organizational 
success. Competencies, if well defined and comprehensive, should provide individuals and 
organizational processes with the roadmq) that identifies successful performance of leadership 
duties and responsibilities. 

Competencies are a means to define and communicate leadership requirements in 
organizationally relevant terms. The competencies that are essential, or core, to all Army leaders 
will focus their developmental efforts on attaining Future Force capabilities. Gayvert (1999, 
p.21) argues that Army leadership "ought to be identified, taught and discussed as a function, or 
set of functions, different fix)m management, administration or command." For the purposes of 
leader development, the research team believes that the hesX description of future leadership 
requirements is in tains of functional competencies. 

An Army leadership fiamewoik tiiat incorporates core competencies provides a common 
denominator for leader development Like values, core competencies are portable across: time, 
levels of authority, levels of responsibility, and unforeseen situations. While individual situations 
or missions may stress the use of different competencies, components, or behaviors, leadership 
competencies as a whole are enduring across leader positions, assignments, and time. Just as 
values shape the character of leadras, competencies can be used to guide leadra behavior. 

Core competencies can be structured to ensure that leader development efforts are 
focused on the attainment of hi^ levels of individual and organizational performance. They can 
also be structured to be enduring even as resources diminish, demands increase, and priorities 
and strategies shift. Competencies provide a basis for and a common language to discuss 

education publications; doctrinal manuals; assessment and fisedback tools; and access distance and distributed 
leaming programs for self-development and lifelong leaming. 



selection, development, and evaluation processes as well as a foundation for a logical 
progression of professional development. 

Competencies are different from KSAOs. While competencies are related to KSAOs as 
they both can provide a foundation of Army values and leader qualities, KSAOs are typically 
derived from detailed job analyses. "Unlike traditional job analysis, the focus on identifying 
competencies is not on the technical requirements or specific knowledge and skills to poform a 
particular job.... Instead, this approe^h emphasizes the characteristics desired across individuals 
and jobs within an organization.... The more global competencies are expected to not only 
predict behavior across a wide variety of tasks and settings but also provide the organization with 
a set of core characteristics that distinguish the company from oUaers in terms of how it operates 
its business and treats its employees" (Goldstein & Ford, 2002, p. 271-2). The Army's increased 
focus on versatile leaders and multi-frmction Soldiers corresponds precisely with tiie goals of a 
competency ai^roach. Traditional job analyses can produce usefril information but are short- 
lived for rapidly changing conditions and organizations. Job analyses are appropriate for 
individual jobs, but less so for groups of jobs or for personnel across an organization. The Army 
desires leader requirements that are portable, enduring, and that characterize the profession of 
Soldiering. 

Because fite output or results of a competency (for example a productive counseling 
session) may be observed and judged, a person could be assessed to be performing well or not so 
well with respect to a given competraicy. It is impractical to expect an upper limit on the level of 
"competence" (i.e., the degree of success in performance on a particular competency). Thus, 
evidence of a competency is demonstrated by actions that can be observed and assessed to allow 
one to distinguish the levels of performance in that competaicy. 

While individual and organizational performance is multi-dimensional, the results of that 
performance can be assessed d&er in terms of accomplishment of missions or attainment of 
readiness objectives. The practical value of a competency model is to define the actions that are 
used to guide and assess individual leaders' performance. Figure 1 depicts this view of 
leadership and how leadership in^acts mission accomplishment through results. 

In any enterprise, resources are invested to produce results. Properly identified and 
defined, competencies can improve today's individual and collective results and be an 
investment in the anticipated requirements of the fiiture (Plum International, Inc., 2004). 

Method to Develop a Leadership Competency Framework 

It is impossible to d^cribe all the processes, actions, or attributes that will make Army 
leaders successfiil in the fiiture. However, it is possible to provide a fi'amework for developing 
soimd fimdamentals by systematically identifying the fiinctions that successfiil leaders need to 
perform and providing the con:qx)nents and sample behaviors associated with these fiinctions. In 
developing a model of Army leadership competency capable of representing core leadership 



Figure 1. The relationship of competencies to leadership values, qualities, actions, and results. 

components and flexible enough to allow for the addition of future components and other 
relevant aspects of leadership (i.e., levels) the research team took account of the following: 

1. The existing Army leadership doctrine, its evolution, and development methods. 
2. The environmental, social, geopolitical, and economic factors likely to influence 

leadership in the future. 
3. Comparisons of the constructs included in other U.S. leadership competency frameworks. 
4. The major findings regarding leadership theory in the behavioral science literature. 
5. The relationship of leaders to others and the direction of their relationship. 
6. The requirements proposed in a relevant set of written articles, reports, and other 

documents. 
7. The choice of specific wording labels for the competencies, components, and sample 

actions representing Army leadership. 
8. The reconmiendations of a selected group of military leadership SMEs. 

This research on future leader requirements began in November 2002 with the search for 
literature relevant to future Army leadership. Competency modeling was conducted throughout 
the summer of 2003. This effort included a subject matter expert review of the framework during 
the fall of 2003 and subsequent refinements in the model in the winter of 2003 and 2004. This 
report documents all aspects of these efforts and the final proposed Army leadership model for 
consideration in future Army leadership doctrine. Figure 2 shows the various steps used to 
develop competencies and to transition them to use. 

The following sections provide an overview of the evolution of Army Leadership 
doctrine leading up to the current model followed by a comparison of recent frameworks, 
additional detail on the current leadership ftamework and a summary of Army leadership 



doctrine. Subsequent sections provide the research method used in developing a competency- 
based leadership model, the results of the modehng effort, and recommendations for validating 
and integrating the model into existing Army doctrine and training. 
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Figure 2. Diagram of the leadership competency development process. 

Groundwork for Competency Framework Development 

Evolution of Army Leadership Doctrine 

In order to forecast leadership requirements, it is important to first gain a clear 
understanding of the current Army leadership doctrine framework. It is also helpful to consider 
the evolution of Army leadership requirements over the past 20 to 30 years. Army leadership 
doctrine has evolved over time and through various field manuals and other publications. Table 
1 identifies some of the documents integral to this evolution. Much of the following discussion 
is taken from an unpublished manuscript by Beurskens (2003). This review is a sunraiary of the 
evolution of Army leadership doctrine and is not comprehensive of the changes. 

According to Beurskens, the first doctrinal publication devoted to leadership in the Army 
was Field Manual 22-5, Leadership Courtesy and Drill (U.S. War Department, 1946). This 
publication defined leadership as "the art of influencing human behavior" and identified two 
primary leader responsibilities: accomplish the mission and look out for the welfare of your 
men. This manual also identified the 23 qualities of leadership indicated in Table 2. 

In 1948, Department of Army Pamphlet 22-1, Leadership, expanded the definition of 
Army leadership to include the notion of "influencing human behavior through the ability to 
directly influence people and direct them to a specific goal." In 1951, FM 22-10, Leadership, 
introduced a section on ethics and the 11 principles of leadership identified in Table 3. The 1951 



manual also relabeled tiie leadership qualities of the 1946 manual as traits and reduced tiiem to a 
list of 19. 

Table 1 
Select Army Leadra^p Doctrine Publications 

Publication and Tide 
Publication 

Date 
Field Manual 22-5, Leadership Courtesy and Drill 1946 

DA PAM 22-1, Leadership 1948 
Field Manual 22-10, Leadership 1951 

Field Manual 22-100, Command and Leadership for the Small Unit Leader 1953 
Field Manual 22-100, Military Leadership 1958 
Field Manual 22-100, Military Leadership 1961 
Field Manual 22-100, Military Leadership 1965 
Field Manual 22-100, Military Leadership 1973 
Field Manual 22-100, Military Leadership 1983 
Field Manual 22-100, Military Leadership 1990 
Field Manual 22-100, Army Leadership 1999 

Table 2 
23 Identifiable Qualities of Leadership fiwm FM 22-5 (U.S. War Department, 1946) 

Self-confidoice Obedience Loyalty Neatness 
Precision Dependability Friendliness Self-Contix)l 

Endurance Decisiveness Courage Truthfulness 
Humor Sincerity Resourcefulness Initiative 

Honesty Decency Thoughtfidness Enthusiasm 
Justice Impartiality Coolness in batfle 

Table 3 
11 Principles of Leadership fit)m FM 22-10 (Department of the Army, 1951) 

Know your job- 
Know yourself and seek self improvement 
Know your men and look out for their welfare. 
Keg) your men informed. 
Set the example. 
Ensure Ifae task is understood, supervised and accomplished- 
Train your men as a team. 
Make sound and timely decisions. 
Seek responsibility and develop a sense of responsibility among subordinates. 
Employ your command in accordance with its ctq)abilities.  
Take responsibility for your actions. 



In 1953, the first version of Field Manual 22-100 was published, entitled Command ami 
Leadership for Small Unit Leaders. This manual expanded upon FM 22-10 by adding indicators 
of leadership and reduced the number of leader traits fixnn 19 to the 12 idootified in Table 4. 

Table 4 
Leadership Traits of FM 22-100 (Department of the Army, 1953) 

Bearing 
Enthusiasm 

Justice 

Courage 
Initiative 

Tact 

Decisiveness 
Integrity 

Unselfishness 

Depoidability 
Endurance 
Knowledge 

In 1958, Field Manual 22-100 was renamed Military Leadership, which it retained until 
tiie 1999 revision. The numbo* of leadership traits grew to 14, with the addition of Loyalty and 
Integrity to those listed in Table 4. The 1961 version of FM 22-100 introduced Maslow's 
hierarchy of needs (1954) in a chapter on human behavior and introduced the concept of 
leadership climate as well as a ch^er on leadership in higher commands. In the 1965 version of 
FM 22-100, supervising was added as a concept of leadership. Also, a section devoted to 
relations with local civilians appeared for the first time in which a need to develop interpersonal 
skills for dealing with local nationals during combat operations was presented. 

The 1973 version of FM 22-100 introduced a focus on mission to flie definition of 
leadership that included "a process of influencing men in such a way as to accomplish the 
mission." The term leadership development was also introduced in this version along with two 
domains of development: academic and self-learning, and the real world enviroimient 
Authoritarian and democratic leadership styles were also introduced in this version. 

The 1983 version of FM 22-100 introduced the first leadership firamewoik and the 
concept of Be, Know, Do. Tlie principles of leadership were still a part of the firamework but the 
traits of early versions were replaced witii the eight valu^ and four Actors presented in Table 5. 
A ch^er on leader and unit development programs was also added while the previously 
included indicators of leadership and leadership development were ronoved. This version also 
included the introduction of the ethical decision making process, which remains a part of the 
current doctrine. 

Table 5 
Values and Factors of Leadership fix)m FM 22-100 (Department of the Army, 1983) 

Values Factors 
Loyalty to National and Army Ideals Loyalty to Unit The Led 
Personal Responsibility Selfless Service The Leader 
Courage Contpetence The Situation 
Candor Commitment Commumcations 

Several other leadership doctrinal manuals were introduced throughout the 1980's 
including: FM 22-101, Leadership Counseling; FM 22-102, Soldier Team Development; and 
FM 22-103, Leadership and Command at Senior Levels. Additionally a training circular series 



on leader development for instruction at Platoon/Squad, Ck)mpany/Battery, and Battalion levels 
was also published. Executive Leadership (DA PAM 600-80, Hq DA, 1987), was also published 
which addressed direct, indirect, and executive levels of leadership. Mentoring was first 
introduced in this pamphlet. 

The 1990 version of FM 22-100 introduced an expanded perspective on leader 
development and assessment based Tjpon the research of Clement and Ayres (1976) to establish 
the nine leadership competencies indicated in Table 6. 

Table 6 
Nine Leadership Competencies of FM 22-100 (Department of the Army, 1990) 

Communications Supervision Teaching and Counseling 
Technical and Tactical Proficiency Decision Making Planning 

Use of Available Systems Professional Ethics Soldier Team Development 

Leadership responsibiUties were dropped fix)m this version and four elements of Army 
ethics (loyalty, duty, selfless service, and integrity) were added in the area of what a leader must 
BE. In concept and content, this leadership model had many similarities to previous versions but 
introduced the concept of leadership competencies. While FM 22-100 was the principal 
leadership doctrinal manual, other manuals and regulations remained in existence (e.g., AR 600- 
100 Army Leadership; DA PAM 600-15, Leadership at Senior Levels of Command; FM 22-103, 
Leadership and Command at Senior Levels). 

The 1999 version of FM 22-100 was retitied Army Leadership and in contrast to the 1990 
version was the Army's capstone leadership manual. 

"FM 22-100 is a single source reference for Army leaders. Its purpose is threefold: 
• To provide leadership doctrine for meeting mission requirements under all 

conditions. 
• To estabUsh a unified leadCTship theory for all Army leaders: military and 

civilian, active and reserve, officer and enlisted. 
• To provide a comprehensive and adaptable leadership resource for the Army of 

the 21st century. (Departm^it of the Army, 1999, p. vii). 
"Specifically, FM 22-100 serves as: 

• The basis for leadoship assessment. 
• The basis for developmental counseling and leader development. 
• The basis for leadership evaluation. A reference for leadership development in 

operational assigmnents. A guide for institutional instruction at proponent 
schools. 

• A resource for individual leaders' self-development goals and initiatives." 
(Department of the Army, pp. vii-viii). 

This version was also the fu:st to address leadership at all levels and "superseded four 
publications—FM 22-101, Leadership Counseling; FM 22-102, Soldier Team Development, FM 
22-103, Leadership and Command at Senior Levels; and DA Pam 600-80 Executive 



Leadership—as well as the previous edition of FM 22-100" (Department of the Anny, 1999, 
preface). The document synthesizes information fix)m these publications into a comprehensive 
view of leadership as well as links concepts to other publications and processes that the Army 
uses to develop leaders. AR 600-100, Army Leadership remains in effect, however, and 
establishes leadership policy as the basis for leadenlhip and leader development doctrine and 
training. 

The 1999 version also uses a different approach to establish a framework of leadership 
than any of the previous versions. This version identified 39 components specifying what a 
leader of character and competence must be, know, and do. Within this framework are a "be" 
dimension consisting of seven values, three attribute categories and thirteen attributes; four skill 
categories in the "know" dimension; and a "do" dimension consisting of three principal actions 
and nine sub actions (see Table 7). 

Among the approaches used to derive these componraits was one that identi&ed people, 
things, and ideas as critical to administrative job success (Katz, 1955). The 1999 fi-amework 
translated these topics into interpersonal, technical, and conceptual skill areas and added an 
additional sldll labeled 'tactical' to reflect the importance of Army tactics. 

Table? 
Be, Know, Do Framework from FM 22-100 (Department of the Army, 1999) 

Be Know Do 

Values Attributes Skills Actions 

Loyalty Mental Interpersonal Mluencing 
-Will -Communicating 

Duty -Self-Discipline -Decision Making 
-Initiative Conceptual -Motivating 

Respect -Judgment Operating 
-Self-Confidence -Planning/Preparing 

Selfless Service -Intelligence Technical -Executing 
-Cultural Awareness -Assessing 

Honor Physical Improving 
-Health Fitness Tactical -Developing 

Integrity -Physical Fitness -Building 
-Military & Prof. Bearing -Leaming 

Personal Courage Emotional 
-Self-Contix)l 
-Balance 
-Stability 

The most recent version of FM 22-100 still relies heavily on the traits of leaders as found 
in the values and attributes that remain essential elements of ihe leadership framework, and it 
still asks the leader to assess situations and subordinates to select the most ^propriate behavioral 
r^ponse for achieving goal attainment. The 1999 version also identifies five leadership styles 



(directing, participating, delegating, transformation, and transactions) that leadere may decide to 
employ depending upon tiie types of situations they face. Included is a brief description of the 
basic tenets of tiiese styles and how the leader may use these st3des to their advantage. 

The 1999 ftamework fat&er makes a distinction between the skills and the actions of 
leaders at direct, organizational, and strategic levels. According to the 1999 frameworic skill, 
sub-skill and sub-sub-skill categories represent the 'know' aspect of the framework for each 
level of leadership while actions represent the 'do' aspect In practice and for developmental 
purposes, it may prove diflScult to distinguish skills and actions in this way. For example, for 
direct leaiders to learn the difi^s^ence between the skills of coromunication and the actions 
associated with communications as written may prove confusing. Those wishing to develop their 
communication skills may find a competency approach more straightforward. Due to the above 
mentioned fectors, the 1999 version may be more diflBcult for leaders Qunior leaders in 
particular) to quickly grasp, and as a result, may be less easily applied by Army leaders. 

The evolution of Army leadership doctrine has obviously been fecilitated by the findings 
and theories fixm leadership research. Fitton (1993) provides a brief history of the evolution of 
Army leadership content tteough doctrinal changes and proposes that much of the contrait of 
Aimy leadership manuals was influenced by the leadership research trends of academia. While 
the earlier leadership doctrine relied primarily on trait theories of leadership, later Army versions 
included elanents of other leadership theories as well. These later versions maintained the trait 
theory as an essential element widiin their fimneworks, but they also included elements from 
humanistic theories (Maslow, 1965), situational/motivational theories (House, 1971; Vroom, 
1964), and transformational jqyproaches (Bass, 1985). For exan:5)le, editions of the leadership 
manual produced fix)m the 1950's through the 1970's addressed the hierarchy of human needs 
ranging fiwm basic physical needs (e.g., shelter, food) to higher order needs (e.g., social 
jqiproval, recognition, self fiilfiUment) and their influence on behavior. Similariy, FM 22-100 
(Department of the Army, 1973) explicifly discussed the role of subordinate expectations on 
subordinate motivation and the need for the leader to facilitate the path to subordinate's goal 
attainment (House, 1971; Vroom, 1964). Transformational theory had an influence on the 1999 
version as reflected through the actions of improving the organization through developing others 
as leaders, building teams, applying learning to one's self, and leading change. 

Army Leadership Framework Comparison: 1958,1973,1999 

A comparison of the 1958,1973, and 1999 manuals was performed to investigate content 
and structural changes in the leadership fi:amewoik over time. The research team created a 
crosswalk that compared the leadership requirements proposed by each of the three documents. 
The most noticeable aspect that emerged was that flie 1958 version and 1973 versions were 
highly similar in both their structure and handbook-like presentation of flieir models. Meanwhile 
the 1999 version offered a different, if not more complex and encompassing, fi:amewoik. One 
differentiating characteristic of the 1999 version was that it presented leader requirements as 
values, attributes, skills, and actions (some of these also included sub-dimensions) that were 
organized in the Be-Know-Do model, while the earlier versions presented leader requirements as 
traits and principles. 
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The 1999 version also differs from previous models in that it no longer included lists of 
activities or methods that leaders could use to develop their leadership skills and abilities. 
Appendix A presents a crosswalk of the three manuals and tiieir leadership requirranents and the 
representation of similarities between the three. The crosswalk indicated that 24 of the 33 
requirements that were presented in the 1999 model were addressed in the 1958 and 1973 
versions and four more were addressed by earlier versions of Army leadership manuals. Ten of 
the 29 requiremoits were found to have almost one-to-one correspondence in which their labels 
were dtiier identical (e.g., the same label of Loyalty was used across models) or hig^y similar 
(e.g., Unselfishness vs. Selfless Service). Eleven of the 1999 requirements were m^jped to 1958 
and 1973 model requirements with different labels but whose descriptions were the same or 
hi^y similar^. The review found that tiiere was considerable overlap between tiiis and older 
versions in terms of the content used to describe leadership. 

The four requirements fix)m the 1999 version that were not linked to requirements fix)m 
the 1958 and 1973 versions were Self-Confidence, Intelligence, Cultural Awareness, and Health 
Fitness. These requirements seemingly represent vital additions in the face of the new missions 
that the Army fiices in today's world. Self-discipline, Self-control, and Balance are attributes 
that seem indistinguishable as described in the 1999 manual and are not reflected in previous 
versions. Additionally, one requirement from the earlier firameworks (Enthusiasm) was not 
linked to any of the 33 requirements in the 1999 model. 

The 1999 version contains more detail than previous frameworks with respect to the 
categorization of leader requirements (e.g., the actions of Influencing, Operating, and hnproving 
each contain specific sub-actions) and the process flow of leadership. The 1999 version is also 
more sophisticated in its specification of fi'amewoik componoits and subcomponents and their 
interrelationships with one another. It attempts to disentangle tiie single category of leader traits 
into more q)propriate categories of values, attributes, and skills and describe the differences in 
these categories of reqiiirements. This fimnework also replaces the leadership principles 
prescribed in earlier fi:ameworks with actions and sub-actions and describes how values, 
attributes, skills, and actions are miaintained within the Be-Know-£>o fi'amework. 

However, this most recent version of FM 22-100 is not without its shortcomings. The 
1999 manual was of considerably greater length (almost twice as many pages as tiie 1973 
version) and con^lexity than previous versions. This version also appears to be less precise in 
terms of helping tiie leader idratify particular activities to develop tiieir leadership skills. The 
1999 version is inconsistent in the level of specificity across requirements. 

Duty (1999): Duty begms with eveiyfhing required of you by law, regulation, and orders; but it includes much 
more than diat Professionals do their woik not just to the mininium standard, but to die very best of their ability. 
Dependability (1973): The certainty of proper performance of doty. To cany out any activity with willing effort; To 
continually put forth one's best efiEbrt m an attenqit to achieve the highest standards of performance and to 
subordinate personal interests to militaiy requirements. 
Dependability (1958): The certainty of proper performance of duty. A constant and cantinuous effort to give the 
best a leader has in him. Duty den^nds the sacrifice of personal interests in &vor of military demands, rules and 
regulations, orders and procedures, and the wel&re of subordinates. 
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Army Leadership Doctrine Summary 

This review of Anny leadership doctrine revealed that although the Army leadership 
frameworks have evolved in complexity, much of the content of these frameworks has persisted 
over several decades. The review of the evolution of the leader requirement frameworks also 
found that the earUer frameworks were more simplistic and straightforward in format and 
possessed the look and feel of handbooks. While these frameworks provided clear descriptions 
of the requirements they also had fewer numbers of requirements to describe and fewer levels of 
specification. For example, all requirements were categorized under traits or principles. These 
early frameworks were practical and utilitarian and their strengths lay in their parsimony and 
explicit descriptions, yet they were relatively limited in terms of their theoretical underpinnings. 
For example, all competency requirements related to the individual leader were labeled under the 
single category of traits even though some of these requirements were clearly not traits (e.g., 
knowledge). 

In summary. Army Leadership doctrine has used a variety of methods to derive very 
different types of leadership frameworks. While there is no single correct method for 
establishing Army leadership requirements, there are several important considerations when 
attempting to develop a framework that prescribes those requirements. Among these is 
methodological rigor in development, ability to communicate the framework to the audience, 
comprehensiveness of the framework, consistency of the dimensions within the framework, and 
endurance and flexibility of the framework over time (adapted from Cooper, 2000; Lucia & 
Lepsinger, 1999). With these considerations in mind, a systematic method toward estabUshing 
future leadership requirements was set forth. 

Future Environmental Influences on Leadership 

The research team believed it important to clarify the future environmental and threat 
conditions because the team believes that Army leadership requirements flow from mission 
requirements, which themselves flow from environment and threat conditions. Thus, the 
research reviewed the environment and threat conditions that were likely to exist in the future 
that would influence leadership requirements. 

While the future environment cannot be described precisely or with certainty, the purpose 
of this part of the research was to provide a view of the fiiture that integrates conditions, 
circumstances and influences as well as environmental variables that could affect Army 
leadership. To do so, the research team has synthesized the results of research with projections 
of future operational environments and threat factors as well as Future Force characteristics and 
capabilities. 

The primary environmental factors affecting future Army operations can be categorized 
as political-economic, technological-scientific, demographic-cultural and operational. Other 
influential environmental factors that must be considered are U.S. force vulnerabilities and 
weaknesses and the nature of threat to be faced. These factors will affect the land power 
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component tliat will continue to be an essential element of U.S. security strategy into the 
foreseeable future. 

Political and Economic Factors 

The dominant political and economic trends that began in the 21^ Century, will likely 
continue into the foreseeable future. While national interests will continue to drive future 
confrontations, non-state entities representing the interests of transnational and &ctional ethnic, 
reli^ous, criminal and terrorist groiq)S - or alliances of these groiq)s will be the source of future 
conflict OHuntington, 1996). 

The differoices that exist between and within sovereign states will cause instability in 
regions where socio-economic inequality is exacerbated by urbanization, famine, and lack of 
adequate sources of water. While inoeasing globalization is expected to eventually bring more 
stability around the globe, its progression will be turbulent at times and might lead to greater 
disparities in economic conditions between wealthier and poor nations (TRADOC PAM 525-2- 
60) (U.S. Army Training, 2002). 

Countries will continue to use war to achieve political objectives and land combat will 
continue as the salieat feature of conflict (Rudesheim, 2001). The combat systems and military 
technology—including nuclear technology, chemical, and biological agents—needed to 
prosecute war will continue to be readily available to paying customers (U.S. Army Training, 
2002). 

The shifting and imstable balance of power at the national and sub-national levels in 
many regions of the world will threaten U.S. and allies' interests. Concurrently, the United 
Nations will be involved in protecting trans-national or global interests - with both these 
interests depending on the military capability of the United States. At the same time, U.S. 
military c^ability may be negatively affected by a tendency toward reduced end-strength and 
force structure and constrained jBscal resources (U.S. Army Training, 2002). The activities and 
actions of the U.S. military will be subject to constant, near-real-time scrutiny by the American 
and world public due to the presence of the 'imblinking eye' of the professional media (U.S. 
Army Training, 2002). Criticism of and sanctions against individual leaders for their decisions 
and the actions of their units are consequences of that media scrutiny. 

The above political and economic &ctors make salient the need for leaders who possess a 
keen social and political awareness and the ability to respond to arising issues/demands in an 
adroit and socially intelligent manner. Thus, communication skills and the ability to effectively 
interpret and respond to a r^idly changing social and political environment are likely to be 
requirements of leaders well into tiie fttture. 

Technological and Scientific Factors 

Advances in technology and science will enhance the readiness of the U.S. military. 
These enhancements will increase force c^abilities to conduct survdllance and reconnaissance, 
to collect and process intelligmce and to provide information at a volume, level of accuracy, and 
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speed never seen before (U.S. Army Training 2002). Technology and science also have the 
potential to increase military capability and reduce human vulnerability by inraeasing leader, 
unit, and Soldier performance. The concept of 'technological overmatch' - to save force 
structure and lives by exploiting leading ^ge technological advances - may encourage a 
tendency to over-rely on technology and science in efforts to mitigate the higher casualty rates 
fix)m interpersonal contact and combat. 

This dependency on technology also has the potential to be used against the Army. In the 
future, attacks ag3inst U.S. satellite systems, made possible with even primitive nuclear and 
missile technologies can render many of these systems inoperable (Gritton & Ant6n, 2003). 
Enemies will also seek to ejqjloit the nation's reliance on Internet based resources by increasmg 
cyber-attacks, attmipts to gain access to military systems to either gain control or disrupt their 
fijnctioning via tiie World Wide Web. 

While the United States currently holds a sizable advantage in satellite technologies, 
providing crucial surveillance and reconnaissance functions, the technological gap with other 
nations may diminish in coming years with the proliferation of new technologies and capabilities 
to other countries. Likewise, older, yet still potent, nuclear, biolo^cal, and chemical 
technologic will continue to spread across nations and will be more difficult to control (National 
Intelligence Council, 2000). 

Other, more mundane technologies will also have the potential to challenge Army 
operations. For example, cell and satellite phones and Internet resources have been used by 
terrorist organizations in the past to coordinate attacks. These same technologies also provide a 
cheap and effective method to both state and non-state entities for fecilitating the coordination of 
syndironized actions (National Intelligence Council, 2000). 

The evolution of technological and scientific fectors highligjhts niraierous challenges to 
be feced by future leaders. To address these challenges, future leaders will require the 
appropriate apphcation of technical and tactical skills, which will in-tum require such attributes 
as critical thinking, technical and tactical knowledge, strategic thinking/vision, the ability to 
shape the environment, and continued self-improvement 

Cultural and Demographic Factors 

Changing cultural fectors within the U.S. population will be reflected in the U.S. military 
of the 21" csfltury as botii leadas and those to be led will be more ethnically and culturally 
diverse in the future. More Hispanics, compared to Asians, Blacks and other racial or ethnic 
minorities, will enter the leader development process. In view of this trend, many Soldiers will 
be bilingual and will speak Eng^sh as thdr second language (Heffoer & Legree, 2002). 

The majority of leaders and followers will continue to be male but the percentage of 
females will continue to increase; also, more of these leaders and followers will be the product of 
non-traditional femilira. Those children who have grown up in a fetherless home maybe more 
Ekely to have trainability, discipline, and performance difficulties (Shields, 1996). Future 
enlisted Soldiers are likely to be hig^ school graduates and, compared to past recruits, will be 
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more technologically astute and will have a greater tendency to be overweight (Hef&er & 
Legree, 2002). 

In the future, as in the past, failure to access and retain quality Soldiers and to develop 
leaders will complicate the achievement of uniformly high states of readiness. These cultural 
and demographic challenges £iced both by today's Army and that of the Future Force will 
require leaders with hi^ levels of cultural awareness and commimication skills and an ability to 
lead-by-exanq)le in a manner that transcends cultural and demographic demarcations. 

Operational Factors 

Leaders will perform on an operational landscq)e that will extend across the spectrum of 
conflict and non-conflict environments. Routinely, operations and activities will involve two or 
more Services, governmental agencies, and non-governmental agencies. Operations and 
activities will also involve other nations' Services, other governments' agencies, non-U.S. 
agencies and international agoides. Task-organized forces and 'matrbced' work groups will 
perform alongside integral organizations and units to acconqplish routine and special missions 
and tasks (The Joint Chiefs of Staf^ 1997). 

These organizations and work groups can be expected to be composed of some 
combination of assigned active and reserve military, they may also have attached DOD civilians, 
private military contract (PMC) and/or foreign nationals. Former military personnel may be 
called back into sCTvice and the regulations governing moving between active, reserve, and non- 
military status may change rapidly. Additionally, organic and ad hoc organizations and work 
groitps may utilize liaisons to coordinate their activities. These circumstances will change the 
designed leader-to-led ratio of U.S. organizations thus increasing and conq)licating the span of 
control of leaders at all levels. Part of this complication will inca-ease the authority of military 
over non-military leaders, causing a need for swift and consistoit communication of rules within 
these teams. Rumsey (1998) offers that junior leaders will likely be required to exercise higher 
order cognitive abilities due to increased r^ponsibilities and task complexity. 

By design, U.S. forces will possess greater lethality with smaller force presence and will 
rely on ii^ormation technology to acqiiire, distribute, and process data. These forces will be 
deployed regularly and frequently to conduct operations in diverse geographical environments. 
Forces will be alerted, deployed, and employed in theaters of operations with little opportunity to 
become acclimated to the physical and psychological environment (TRADOC PAM 525) (U.S. 
Army Training, 2001). Technological factors may also drive imit reorganization as well as 
doctrinal changes based on increased unit lethality and distribution across the mission space. 
Additionally, the span of direct leaders^p may increase as units increase in lethality and speed 
and capability to influence. 

Operations and activities will span the spectrum of war and other operations-other-than- 
war, with operations-otha--than-war becoming more prevalent (see Figure 3 below). These 
operations and activities will be conducted autonomously at a higher tempo and may tend to be 
continuous and simultaneous with few significant pauses and with r^d transitions between 
types of operations. Operations and activities will be more widely dispersed in time, distance. 
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and puipose (U.S. Army Training, 2002)]. In addition, operations will increasingly be conducted 
in complex and urban terrain that may degrade U.S. technological advantage. Non-combatants in 
areas of operations will complicate the tactical situation by deliberately or inadvertently merging 
with antagonists (U.S. Army Training, 2001). 

In response to these various operational factors likely to influence the Future Force, 
leaders will need to possess both strong technical and tactical knowledge as well as the skill to 
appropriately apply such knowledge. Leaders will also require the ability to manage and shape 
the performance of Soldiers, units, organizations, and systems—thus requiring high levels of 
reasoning and critical thinking skUls, communication skills, adaptability, and knowledge of 
procedures and practices within and across organizations and systems. 

Stratsglc 
Nuclear 

War 

Sanctions 
Enforcement 

Na>Combalant 
Evacuaflon 

Figure 3. Spectrum of Operations 

Vulnerabilities 

Adversaries will always seek to direct their c^abilities against opponents' vulnerabilities 
and weaknesses in order to achieve tactical, operational, or strategic success. Some U.S. force 
multipliers - such as technological and information dominance, robust logistical support, and the 
capability for stand-off attack - may be manipulated to their advantage by 'thmking' opponents. 

Other cultural or traditional fectors that are ascribed to the 'American way of war' can 
also be manipulated and used against U.S. forces. These fectors include the tendency to engage 
in coalition warfare, sensitivity to public opinion, and an aversion to uimecessary casualties (U.S. 
Army Training, 2001). Future leaders will need to constantly monitor unit vulnerabilities, be 
aware of the indicators and consequences of opponents' actions, and establish systems to 
minimize these consequences. 
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The Nature of the Threat 

The 21* Cmtury adversaries will have had a greater opportunity to evaluate U.S. force 
capabilities and vuhierabilities than the U.S. will have had to assess every potential adversary. 
This understanding will influence them to employ active and passive means to defeat U.S. forces 
operationally, psychologically and politically. Future threats are likely to come from non-state 
actors that are neither controlled nor dependent upon any particular country to carry out 
operations against the U.S. These aitities may not respond to deterrents. Such actors will pose 
new challoiges to the Army by attempting to disrupt operations while providing an elusive 
target. Adaptive enemies will learn to avoid U.S. strengths, to exploit U.S. vulnerabilities and 
weaknesses and to take advantage of U.S. adherence to doctrine and rules of engagement. In 
order to achieve tactical or opra^onal success, adversaries will change their tactics or will 
attempt to force U.S. units into rapid and continuous transitions to negate U.S. advantages on the 
battlefield (U.S. Army Training, 2001). 

U.S. force vulnerabilities and threat factors highlight the need for leaders who will 
possess the creativity, vision, and awareness to step outside the box and analyze problems from 
different perspectives. These leaders must also possess the communication skills, 
poisuasiveness, self-confidence, and conviction to be willing to gain support for their positions in 
the face of unpopular opinion and opposition. However, it will be of equal importance that 
fixture leaders also posses the objectivity, judgment, and wisdom allowing them to adjust and re- 
align their perspectives based upon data and information that may be inconsistent wi^ their 
previously existing views and opinions. 

A set of 13 factors was identified fiom various authors writing about how the fiiture wiU 
affect the Army, ranging firom changes in demographics to unit structure to weapons capabilities 
to geo-political situations. The implication of the factors was used in the generation of the 
leadership competencies. For example, the changing ethnicity mix of soldiers requires leaders 
that have a high level of cultural awareness, versatile communication skills and an ability to lead- 
by-example that transcends cultural or demographic categoric. Political and economic 
projections emphasize the need for leaders who can interpret and respond to rapidly changing 
social and political environments. Common tbrou^out die &ctors, the Army will require 
leaders who can influence otho^ by a variety of direct and indirect means and who have superior 
situational awareness, sound judgment and adept communication abilities. 

These factors present a significant challenge to establishing a set of leadership 
reqiiirements. Wilh these issues in mind, the research team began the next phase of the method - 
conducting a review and comparison of military service fi'ameworics. This phase is described 
below. 

Service Framework Comparisons 

The research team examined a variety of existing military, civilian, and private industry 
leadership models before organizing the Army leadership requirements into a competency 
firamework. Particular attention was given to the constructs and structures of the U.S. military 
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and Civilian Executive Core Qualifications.* The comparisons are illustrated in Table 8 and 
additional details of this analysis are provided in Horey and Fallesen (2003). 

The constracts that appear to have the greatest similarity across the six models 
(represented in 4 or more fi:ameworks) are performing/executing/accQmplishing mission; 
vision/planning/prq)aring; problem solving/decision making; human resource management; 
process/continuous improvement; motivating/leading people; influencing/negotiating; 
communicating; team work/buildng; building'developing partnerships; interpersonal skiUs; 
accountability/sendee motivation; values; learning (including components of adaptability, 
flexibility, awareness); and technical profidaicy. Other constructs that are common across three 
of the fiameworks are driving transformation/leading change; strategic thinking; diversity 
management; mentoring/developing people; and physical/health/endurance. 

Among the 41 constructs across the six sources, 20 are included in three or more 
frameworks, 15 are included in two, and six are unique to a single framework. In about half the 
cases, the frameworks appear to cover the same constructs but there are also significant 
differences in terms of what is included, or at least the level at which it is included in the 
leadership framework. 

Tables 
Comparison of Service Framewoik Constructs 

USCG USA USMC USAF USN ECQ 

Executing; 
operating tasks 

Driving execution Accomplisliing 
mission 

Results driven 

Influancing Othare influencing influencing & 
negotiating 

influencing & 
negotiating 

Influencing & 
negotiating 

Worldly with 
aOms 

Hotivirting Leading people & 
teams working w/people 

Leading people 

Mt^ft process 
improvsment 

improving InitiaHve Driving cont 
Improvement 

Bffactivs 
eommunication 

Communi- 
caling 

Keep Marines 
intbrmed 

Fostering effect 
convnunieation 

Or^lAvritten 
communication 

Oral/written 
eommunication 

Davslop vision & 
implsment 

PlanranSi 
preparing 

Creating/demon- Vision Vision 

Decidon-maldng; 
proUsm solving 

CaneeptiKd; 
DM 

Make sound Exercising sound 
judgment 

Proltlem solving; 
decisive 

Problem solving 
decisive 

Group dynamics Birfiding, 
developing 

Train team Fostering 
teamwork 

Team building Team building 

Ssif aware; 
ieaming 

KhowseifA 
improve 

Assessing self Continual 
learning 

Tedmical 
proficiancy 

TedvUcai Technicid 
proficient 

Technical 
credibility 

Technical 
crodibility 

Aligning valuas 7 values 
-UDRSHIP" 

Tvedues i-eadngby 
example 

Integrity, honesty 

* See 'ht^://leadership.au.a£mil/sls-skiLhttn' website for a comprehensive presentation of military leadership 
fiamewoiks and lelated information. 
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Tm the course of this comparison the development team also recognized variation in the 
types of constructs represented within a particular framework, overlap among the components, 
and difTerent levels of detail across the frameworks. Crosswalks of other existing leadership 
competency frameworks were also considered for formatting and structural details in developing 
the initial competency constructs. This review proved insi^tfiil as comparison frameworks 
often combined leadership processes, frmctions, and attributes at the competency level. The 
research team believes this leads to confusion when communicating the model to the target 
audience and attempted to eliminate such confounding in the framework. 

Review of Leadership Theories 

In preparing to develop a competency-based frameworic of Army leadership the research 
team felt it was important to consider relevant leadership theories and research from the civilian 
Uterature. This section presents an overview of these theories, many of which are reflected in the 
evolution of Army leadership doctrine as previously presented. 

Over the last five decades, researchers have constructed different theories to describe and 
explain various aspects of leadership. Leadership theories are important because they help clarify 
different perspectives. They address what leaders are, who they are, what they do, how 
leadership occurs, and what processes result in effective leadership. The various theories 
provide a backdrop for specification of leadership competencies. The main lines of theory and 
research address characteristics of the leader, the situations that leaders operate in, the behaviors 
and skills that leaders utilize, perceptions of the followers, and combinations of these and other 
factors. 

Trait Approaches 

Historically, leadership research first attempted to identify universal traits and 
characteristics that all effective leaders possessed. This line of research supposes that personal 
characteristics can be used to distinguish between leaders and followers. Simply put, trait 
theories suggest that leaders are defined by who they are. Personal traits are more enduring than 
stat^ that an individual may experience. They include personality, social, intellectual or physical 
&ctors such as need for achievement, extraversion, generalized intelligence and stature. 
Stodgill's (1948) extensive review showed that traits are associated with reliable differences 
between those who are leaders and those who are followers, but tiiere was no consistent trait or 
set of traits that were related to leadership across situations. A basic limitation of trait studies is 
that traits do not differentiate along a dimoision of leadership effectiveness (Caruana, 1998). 
However, recently some characteristics have been tied to effectiveness. For exaniple, military 
cadets who had greater confidence in their leadership abilities were rated as superior performers 
(Chemers, Watson & May, 2000). 

Role of Power 

Leaders can be characterized by the nature of how they assume or demonstrate power in 
influencing others. French and Raven (1959) describe five forms of power relevant to leadership. 
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Coercive power occurs when forcing others to do something against their will, in order to gain 
compliance. It is, of course, generally undesirable in a leadership position but may be necessary 
in certain circumstances. Army leaders demonstrating the importance of discipline and standards 
often use coradve power early in training. Reward power can incliide anything seen as 
reinforcement or punishment. Legitimate power emanates from one's position, and in the Army 
this may include power derived from rank, formal role, or military custom. Referent power 
results fiom others admiring or otherwise desiring to be like the person in power. Expert power 
is the final form, and it is derived fix)m the knowledge and skill that the leader brings to a 
situation. Leaders in the Army may use any combination of these power types. 

Leader Behavior Categories 

While trait approaches sought to identify universal traits, behavioral sgjproaches 
attempted to identify universal behaviors that lead to success. Two categories of leader behavior 
emerged in the literature: leader behaviors that targeted productivity and leader behaviors that 
targeted gtoiq) affect Variations have labeled Has categories as directive and supportive 
behaviors (Blanchard, Zigarmi & Zigarmi, 1985), concern for production and concern for people 
(Blake & Mouton, 1985), and initiation of structure and consideration (Hellriegel, Slocum & 
Woodman, 1995) and transactional and transformation leadership (Bass & Avolio, 1990.). 

Some even categorized the difference as management or leadership (Kotter, 1990). 
Kotter offered that management is concerned with providing order through deliberate steps of 
planning, organizing, and controlling resources to produce business outcomes; while leadership 
is concerned witii motivating people to accomplish organizational goals. Bennis and Nanus 
(1985, p. 221) commented that "Managers are people who do things right and leaders are people 
who do the right thing." 

GEN Edward C. Meyer, the 29* CSA, stressed the importance of both leading and 
managing in his remarks about Army leaders (Information Management Siipport Center, 1997), 

"The leader^p goal and the management goal occasionally become 
con&sed in the minds of officers. In an effort to simplify the difference let 
me say that your success will be a function of your ability to lead people 
and manage resources (p. 290)."  "Every job at every level demands a 
complement of leadership and management skills (p. 379)." 

Leadership and management are both necessary for the organization; they are not so 
separate as to rqwesent different functions - but are two sides of the same coin. Although some 
different categories of behaviors were identified firom this line of investigation, the best leader 
performance occurred fix)m leaders higji on both initiating structure and consideration. 

Contingency Models 

The failure of previous researchers to find a universal set of effective leader traits or 
behaviors led to a fijcus on flie interaction between leadership and the context in which it occurs. 
Contingency models presume that different types of leadership may be required for different 
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types of situations. Fiedler's contingency model was one of the first to look at the interaction 
between leader traits and sitoations ^iedler, 1967). He operationally defined possible differences 
in leader style by identifying characteristics of a leader's group of subordinates. The theory's 
basic premise is tiiat effectiveness is contingent on having a match between leader and follower 
styles. Fiedler identified the degree of cooperation offered by followers (commitment), clarity of 
the group's task (structure), and the leader's formal authority to direct and reward followers 
(power), which he referred collectively to as the degree of situational control (or favorableness). 
Favorableness was measured by the Least Preferred Coworker scale. 

The contingency model assumed that a leader's style is fixed and that a leader cannot be 
sensitive to hoih tide task and to followers. A training program was developed where tiie leader 
learns to change the situation to fit his or her stjde (Fiedler & Chemers, 1984), but it was found 
to have questionable success (Jago & Ragan, 1986). The contingency model does not explain 
why leader-situation matches or mismatches occur (Northouse, 2004). Other theories contend 
that leaders' personalities do not matter as much as their self-awareness regarding their style, and 
how they use this self-awareness or self-knowledge to adapt to the situation (rather than trying to 
adapt the situation to them) (Northouse, 2004). 

Normative Decision Theory 

Another situational approach is normative decision theory. Normative decision theory 
proposed that that the effectiveness of a leader's decision making style is contingent upon 
situational factors (Vroom & Yetton, 1973). The theory states that when the task is familiar and 
followers supportive, then it is appropriate for a leader to adopt an autocratic style. VJhen the 
task is ambiguous, then the leader should use consultative strategies, and when follower support 
is in question, then the leader should use a participative strategy. This theory is mainly 
prescriptive and does not address i^at leaders actually do when faced in a particular situation. 
The tibeory is also limited to decision making and neglects other important leadership elements 
such as motivation and development of followers. 

Situational Leadership 

While contingency and normative decision approaches are both types of situational 
theory, a more widely recognized approach is offra-ed by Hersey and Blanchard (1969). This 
theory contends that the amount of task and people focus that a leader adopts depends on the 
level of subordinates' commitmrait and competence. The greater the level of commitment and 
competence, then the less tiiat a leader has to provide task-based and relation-based leadership. 
However, the prescriptions for matching leader actions (or style) to subordinates do not £^ear to 
be a straightforward matching process (e.g., Fernandez & Vecchio, 1997; Vecchio, 1987). 
Preferences for leadership styles also vary by follower demographics (e.g., experience, age, 
gender) (Vecchio & Boatwright, 2002). 

Path-goal Theory 

Hoiise (1971) developed a path-goal theory by combining behavioral and motivational 
approaches. Path-goal theory assumes tiiat the leader's purpose is to provide subordinates 
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anything tbat is missing in the situation and to help subordinates overcome limitations in their 
abilities (Northouse, 2004). Path-goal theory states that the main goal is for a leader to motivate 
subordinates. This is done by showiug them how their task-related performance wUl help them 
to achieve their personal goals. A leader is shown how his or her task direction or consideration 
behaviors mi^t affect subordinate motivation and performance. When structure is already 
inherent in the task, then a follower would interpret the leader's direction as excessive and 
unnecessary. When he or she saw the situation as intrinsically interesting, then a leader's 
consideration behaviors would similarly be seen as unnecessary. 

The leader should adapt behavior to tiie task, to subordinates' needs, and to how his or 
her efforts will be perceived by subordinates. Task characteristics include task structure, gpmp 
norms, and degree of authority. Subordiuate characteristics include need for affiliation, locus of 
control, and self-efificacy. Nine types of leader behavior styles have been identified with respect 
to path-goal theory: directive, siqjportive, participative, achievement-oriented, interaction 
faciUtation, work facilitation, group-oriented decision process, work-groiq) representation and 
networkkig, and value-based leadership (House, 1996). One concern with the theory is its failure 
to delineate how a leader could employ different techniques or styles to influence subordinates' 
expectations or motivation (Northouse, 2004). 

Emergent Leadership 

Another descriptor of leadership occurs when status as a leader emerges among group 
members. Emergent leadership situations are ones where, at least initially, there is no clearly 
established position power or authority. Research on emergent leadership often looks at the 
personality traits fliat correspond to the phenomenon. Emergent leaders tend to be verbally 
engaged in the group (Fisher, 1974), and they demonstrate more dominance, inteUigence and 
self-confidence than their peers (Smith & Foti, 1998). Emergent leadership is important in 
situations where there are no apparent or agreed iqpon chain of coiranand. 

Leadership Attribution 

Tiait and behavioral theories fail to provide explanations as to why certain leadership 
behaviors or phenomena occur, while leadership attribution theories attempt to describe 
underiying reasons. One theory focuses on implicit leadership theories of followers, while the 
other leadership attribution theory focuses on attributions made by the leader. 

The recognition of various rating errors led researchers to develop the leadra: attribution 
theory. Researchers found that actual ratings of leader behavior were very sunilar to expected 
bdiavior of imagined leaders (Staw, 1975). The issue came to be important because in much of 
the research the legitimacy of the leader was based on follower perceptions. Leaders were being 
defined or the quality of their leadership was being judged based on follower's ratings. The 
theory holds that people have assumptions about what an effective leader is and does, and they 
judge the leader's actual behaviors in terms of their implicit theories. Lord (1985) proposed that 
leader are seen as effective when there is a high overlap in what a follower expects of a generic 
leader and what they perceive in a specific leader. Also Lord believes that inferential processes 
occur so when a team is successfiil then the leader is seen as displaying effective leadership. 
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Several factors could influence these attributions, including: (a) past attribution of good 
leadership is likely to continue; (b) if a leader's characteristics don't match with a follower's 
preconceived ideas about a what a good leader is like, then leadership is likely to be rated poorly; 
(c) extreme outcomes are likely to be attributed to leadership instead of other causes. The 
approach indicates that "leadership" may reside beyond the actions or traits of the leader in the 
perceptions of the followers. 

Leaders also make attributions about their followers' behaviors. Kelley (1967) describes 
leader attribution theory as a way a leader interprets follower behaviors and attributes cause to 
those behaviors. The theory suggests that leaders assess follower behavior by considering 
whether it occurs in a specific task or across tasks, how often the behavior occurs, and whether it 
is unique to an individual. Leaders do this in an effort to diagnose problem performance, to 
understand the reasons for success, or to anticipate the consequences of what they might choose 
to do (Mitchell, Green & Wood, 1981). 

The attribution approaches hig^ight the possibility of various individual biases entering 
into effectiveness ratings, and are limited to how followers or leaders perceive leadership. 
Attribution theory does not address what leaders or leadership should be. 

Leader-member Exchange Theory 

Like leadership attribution theory, leader-member exchange (LMX) theory looks beyond 
the leader to say what leadership is. LMX addresses the interactions between leaders and 
followers (Dansra^au, Graen & Haga, 1975). While many theories of leadership adopt the 
^>proach that leadership is the process by which leaders influence followers, LMX theory 
suggests that leadership is a process of mutual influence. IMK suggests that followers influence 
leader behavior. Rather than focusing solely on the behaviors of the leader, leadership can be 
better understood by examining flie quality of the relationship between a leader and follower. 

LMX allows that leaders may have a different style of working with each follower. Hie 
theory brings attention to the processes between dyads (i.e., leader-foUower pairs). One of the 
main premises is that followers are often treated differently as part of an "in-group" or "out- 
group" dq)ending on \diat they are perceived to contribute to the organization. Those in an in- 
groi^ receive more attention, feedback and concern from the leader than those in an out-group 
(Dansereau et al., 1975). The in-group is more responsive, committed, and forthcoming than the 
out-group (Dansereau et al., 1975). 

A second premise of LMX theory is that good leader-follower exchanges are related to 
better job attitudes, improved job performance, lower turnover, and higher rate of promotion, 
among others (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995). 

LMX theory emphasizes the importance of effective communication, including tiie nature 
of the relationship of the parties involved in the communication as well as the tone and content. 
The relational aspect is similar to consideration aspects of the leader behavioral flieory. Research 
associated with LMX theory shows that attention to communications and relationships with 
people can have positive effects on the organization in terms of climate, commitment, and 
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ca-eativity (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995). However, LMX ^>pears to have some shortcomings: it 
recognizes that individuals are treated differently which runs counter to principles for equitable 
treatment, and it does not provide many details about how to build the mutual trust and effective 
partnerships that it values (Northouse, 2004). 

Transformational Leadership 

While LMX research focused on the exchanges between leaders and followers, 
transformational leadership theory attempted to capture the practice of the best leaders (Avolio & 
Bass, 1991). Bums (1978) initiated the hne of work by contrasting transactional and 
transformational styles of leadership. Transactional leddeis consider a traditional ^proach to 
leadership vdiere leaders look at the relationship witii thek followers as a "quid pro quo" 
transactioiL In contrast to transactional assumptions, transformational leaders appeal to 
followers to transform the organization whereby members focus on organizational results instead 
of working to achieve personal goals (Bass & Avolio, 1990), Transformational leadership 
combines elements of trait, behavioral, situational and attributional approaches into a more 
encompassing structure. Transformational actions are designed to appeal to and arouse 
followers' unconscious needs for affiliation, achievement, and power. 

Transformational theory is related to charismatic leader theory. Charismatic leader 
theory is a sophisticated trait spptoaxh. that focuses on the transcmdent qualities of extraordinary 
leaders (House, 1976). Charismatic leaders are believed to be those who operate fix)m high 
moral beUefe, have a strong need to influence others, use dramatic ways of articulating goals, 
model desired attitudes and behaviors, appeal to followere' high ideals, and have an ability to 
move followers to action. Transformational leaders also display behaviors consistent with most 
of these charismatic traits. 

The transactional-tFansformational duality was extended to a full-range model of 
leadership that included laissez-feire leadership, management by exception, contingent reward 
(primarily transactional), idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation 
and individualized consideration (tiie last four types are transformational factors) (Avolio & 
Bass, 2002). The full range model asserts that diflferrait types of behavior may be qjpropriate in 
different situations, and leaders will use them to different extents. 

The concepts of transformational theory are broad, so they are hard to define and 
measure. The Midtifector Leader Quotient is tiie primary way to measure transformational 
leadership and has fectors that are correlated with each other and with transactional and laissez- 
feire types of leadership. Similar to other theori^, transformational theory does not provide 
specific guidance about how to assess various aspects of situations and act accordingly. It allows 
that ideal performance should tend to rely on transformational qualities in general. 

Consideration of Leader Relationships 

In developing a competency-based leadership fi-amewoik, the research team built on the 
leadership theories and considered the various relationships that leaders have with others and the 
typical direction of influence (see Table 9), Leaders can have direct influence on others when 
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giving direction, feedback, or counseling and training. They can also have indirect influence on 
others by acting as role models and through fheir role in creating a climate in which work and 
social activities are carried out Army leaders typically operate within a chain of cormnand 
consisting of siq)eriors, peers, and subordinates. Army leaders typically are members of one or 
more teams and may be a designated leader of the team or may serve as a fimctional or technical 
authority. Leaders may obtain their authority and responsibility by the position they are assigned 
to, by designation fix)m superiors, by policy or customary practice, or by initiative taken. 
Additionally, Army commanders (a position designation) have some leadership responsibilities 
to subordinates' family members. Outside a formal Army chain of command Army leaders may 
perform leadership functions in conjunction with Joint, Meragency or Multinational (JIM) 
groups; with non-govermnental organizations (NGO); and local citizens in their area of 
operations. Army leaders have other relationships with the American public (e.g., public affairs 
communiques). The relationships draw to various degrees on leadership competencies, as well 
as technical, tactical, and conceptual competencies, and on Army and societal values. Emerging 
trends in leadership relationships include that leadership is required beyond a formal chain of 
command and that leadership is not solely a top-down phenomenon. 

Table 9 
Relationships of Leaders to Others and Direction of Relationship 

Relationship Direction 
Leader- subordinates, followers Vertical down 
Leader - fellow, peer leaders Horizontal, parallel 
Leader in a team of leaders Horizontal, integrated 
Leader - superiors Vertical up 
Leader-joint, interagency, multinational (JIM) 
forces & leaders 

Multi-directional 

Leader- Others (Non governmental organizations, 
subordinates' families, American public, 
noncombatants or neutrals in area of operations) 

Multi-directional 

Leadership Theory Summary 

The leadership theories reviewed suggest several important, conmion aspects of 
leadership. One of these is that leaders can have a positive or negative influence on their 
followers. Another aspect that many of the theories have in common is that leaders can operate 
to influence subordinates' effectiveness by degree of task-structure or consideration of individual 
emotional and psychological needs. Eiiber means of influence is moderated by - or contingent 
vtpcm - the situation and the followers. Leaders can influence performance by theu* sensing of 
the situation-follower interaction, the followers' expectations, and the followers' needs. These 
needs can be task related or people related. Leaders can influence by providing task direction, 
what impression Ihey make, who they are perceived to be, how they motivate followers, how 
they choose to communicate with others, and what level or position of power they adopt. Trust, 
confidence, and legitimacy are indicators of the leader-follower relationship (Chemers, 2000). 
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Another consistent theme across the leadership theories deals with the differences that 
situations impose. The situational theories are important because they emphasize the flexibility 
that leaders should exercise in what they do. There are many sources of variation in the 
environment, the organizations, tiie followers, and other factors so leaders should develop 
multiple styles or sets of strategies. Ck)nsidering how essential variables interact is an important 
step for the leader to take to raisure relevance and increase suitability. Once the ways that 
variables could interact are identified, the leader should take account of the situational variables 
and adjust what they choose to do. Most of the situational theories address what variables are 
important to adapt to, and less about how a leader should assess what levels are active and what 
actions to take because of them. Yet the concept of adjq)ting oneself to the situation is an 
important one. It is a given that the future operating environment will not be entirely predictable. 
As such, leaders will need to be astute at scanning and assessing the environment and others to 
determine when significant change has occurred and determining what impact this change will 
have. 

A leadership competency fiamewoik should account for differences in styles and 
situations. Actions associated with these difference can be indicated. For example, task versus 
relations orientation, transactional versus a transformational interaction process, and directive 
versus participative style - each have their place in Army leadership. A need for situational 
leadership is apparent when considering the range of Army missions and nature of different types 
of combat There are immediate situations when no other style than directive leadership will do. 
It becomes clear that many different styles of leadership are necessary as leaders are increasingly 
required to participate in joint, interagency, and multinational missions; their role is better 
understood as an enduring builder of climate, morale, and vision; and technology is integrated 
into the methods of influence to address the complexities. 

Review of Future Leadership Requirements 

The research team performed an extensive search of the litaature from November 2002 
throu^ May of 2003 with the goal of identifying future Army leadorship requirements. 
Specifically, the research team searched all available documents that included information 
regarding leadership requirements of the Future Force. Research databases that were searched 
included Army institutions and task forces (e.g., websites for The Objective Force Task Force, 
TRADOC, Army Science Board, Army War College, Combined Arms Research Library, Army 
Research Institute and Defense Technical Information Center database). Also well-known 
consulting (e.g., RAND) and general sources (e.g., Google web search) were used. 

Screening Documents 

The initial search resulted in approximately 100 documents which included research 
reports, journal and magazine articles, book ch^ters, white papers, and other various published 
and unpubhshed documents (see Appendix B). The method involved two analj^ts scanning each 
document and deciding which were logically descriptive of military leadership in the future. The 
screening procedure resulted in 35 documents. The eliminated documents provided general 
background but did not sufficiently substantiate the proposed competencies. Two analysts 
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independently studied each of the 35 selected documents to identify potential leader or 
leadership requirements and to generate a list of those requirements. The two lists were then 
compared and discrepancies were resolved during &ce-to-face discussions to obtain a list of 142 
leadership requirements. 

Crosswalk of Screened Leader Requirements 

The reviews of leader requirements found that many of the individual requirements from 
the various source documents used different labels. To address this issue the research team 
created a table consisting of the 35 source documents as column headings and entered row 
headings with the leadership requirements as they were identified. (This crosswalk appears as 
Appendix C.) The analysts used this crosswalk to identify potential redundancies and to resolve 
them. Wh0ie there qipeared to be significant overlap of terms identified by a source, the research 
team indicated this by placing a mark in the qjpropriate cell and by placing the actual 
requirement or term used by the author in the cell in parentheses; e.g., if an autiior used the term 
cognition, "cognition" was placed in the cell corresponding to the author column and the 
cognitive ability row. This method of designation directed the research team to consider and 
resolve whether similar terms were indeed the same construct or different constructs (e.g., 
adaptability and flexibility). The research team also provided definitions for terms or constructs 
and documented the source of those definitions. At the completion of the crosswalk the research 
team had reduced the 142 requirements to 125. 

Sorting Requirements into Categories 

The method consisting of a review of fiiture Army oivironmental and threat conditions, 
an Army leadership literature search and review, document screooing, requirements 
identification and crosswalk yielded an extensive and diverse list of terms, concepts, and 
constructs that were classified as 125 leadership requiranents. In order to better understand 
&ese requirements, there was a need to sort them into appropriate categories. In a general sense, 
leadership requirements can be described in either behavioral terms with respect to the actions 
leaders must perform or in attribute terms witii respect to what KSAOs they must possess. 
Previous Army leadership fiiameworks found within the FM 22-100 sed^ have categorized 
leader requirements as either behaviors (e.g., principles, actions, vdiat the leaders should "DO") 
or attributes (e.g., traits, values, attributes, skills, what the leader should "BE" and "KNOW^. 

The research team began the process of sorting the requirements into the seven categories 
of knowledge, skills, abilities, other characteristics, composites, ta^, and roles. The research 
team recognized the subjective nature of this exercise, as others may sort the items differentiy. 
This coding exercise was conrpleted by four analysts and used the definitions in Table 10 as a 
decision making guide. Coding differences between team members were discussed as a group 
until a final category for each reqiiirement was agreed iq)oa The importance of tiie exercise was 
in considering each of the listed constructs and how they relate to one another for representation 
in the conipetency fiiamework rather than the final result of how the constructs are categorized or 
sorted. 
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Table 10 
Future Army Leadership Requirements Literature Coding Definitions 

Term 

Knowledge 

SkiU 

Ability 

Other 
Characteristics 

Attributes 

Traits 

Composites 

Task 

Role 

DefMtioii* 
Familiarity, awareness, or understanding ^ined through 
experioice or study. 
An acquired {^tude. 

An enduring attribute of an individual's capability for 
performing a particular range of different tasks.  

A characteristic or fundamental property of an individual. 

A characteristic (inherited or acquired) which is consistent, 
persistent, and stable. 
Constructs that represented more than one KSAO combined and 
not otiierwise characterized as a KSAO.  
An action or series of actions (i.e., behavior or series of 
bdiaviors) performed closely together in time and directed 
toward an objective, goal, or outcome. 
A broad subdivision of one's job composed of a group of tasks 
that are related because of the nature of the work or behavior 
involved.   

♦These definitioiis are con^jatible wilh those contained in TRADOC 350-70 (Department of the Anny, 1999) and 
the Unifonn Guidelines on Enqiloyee Selection Procedures (Equal Enq)loyment Opportunity Commission, 1978). 

The complete lists of Army leadership requirements the research team considered and 
coded are presented in Tables 11 and 12. The requirements presented in these tables were used 
as the basis for the initial fiamework development and each requirement listed was considered 
for inclusion in this fiamework. A summary of these requirements organized by the categories 
of knowledge, skills, abilities, other attributes, composite, tasks, and roles is presented below. 

Knowledge. The five categories of knowledge jH-esented in Table 11 represent the 
explicit information that a leader should understand through experience or study. Future leaders 
will provide information to troops continually, whether it is in preparation for the battlefield or to 
ensure that goals of the Army are attained; therefore, their knowledge will be persistently tested. 
For this reason, future leaders' knowledge will be vital. Doctrine knowledge will be important 
because leaders will need to understand the intent, structure, and procedures of the Army in order 
to effectively lead their troops (Yukl, 1999). Without a basic knowledge of Army guidelines to 
ground leaders, it will be difficult for them to motivate, guide, and train their subordinates 
particularly in a turbulent future environment. Likewise, it will be important for leaders of the 
Future Force to have a working knowledge of the use of military power and operations 
knowledge so they can understand how their role/mission fits with the greater goals of the Army 
(Nogami, Brander, & Slusser, 1997; Yukl, 1999). 

Future leaders will need to be equipped with a sense of history to teach their troops and 
make sound decisions (Vandergriff, 2002). The Joint Chiefs of Staff (1997) note that, *the 
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Table 11 
Army Leadership KSAO Requirements Proposed in Literature 

Knowledge Skills Abilities Otiber Characteristics 

Doctrine 
knowledge 

Social and 
interpersonal 
skills 

Cognitive ability Achievement Drive Accountability 

Operations 
knowledge 
Sense of history 

Tactical skiUs 

Technical skills 

Cognitive/ 
concqjtual 
Communication 

Autonomy 

Competitive 

Awareness 

Confident 

Tactical expertise Concqjtual/fiame 
of reference 

Conscientiousness Courage 

Technical 
credibility 
Use of military 
power 

Creativity 

Handle ambiguity 

Insight 

Integrating 

Determination 

Dedicated 

Endurance 

Rneigy 

Decisive 

Disciplined 

Emotional 
stability 
Ethics 

Judgment Bxpenence Flexibility 

Language ability Fortitude Honesty 

Mental agility Initiative Integrity 

Meta-cognitive 
skills 

I-ifelong learner Moral 

Oral 
communication 

Motivation to 
perform 

Openness 

Physical agility Patience Persuasion 

Problem solving Physical fitness Positive attitude 

Reflective thought Positive self-image Pride 

StratfigiR thinlring Presence Professionalism 

Systems thinking Psychomotor aptitude Resilience 

Use technology Responsibility Self-motivated 

Vision 

Written 
communication 

Self-confidence 

Willingness to 
exploit opportumties 
Versatility 

Will to destroy 
the enemy 
Values 
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Table 12 
Anny Leadership Competency, Task, and Role Requirements Proposed in Literature 

Composites Tasks Roles 

Aware Awareness of subordinates Battlefield coordination Change management 
strengths and weaknesses and management 

Conq}etence Coordination Concern for soldier 
qiialityoflife 

Conflict noanagement 

Competent in Comisel others Counselor Continual learning 
peacekeeptng/non 
tradition^ mission 
Ideological savvy Decision-making Establish success 

conditions 
Execute operations 

Negotiating Delegate E?q)loit opportunities Financial management 

Political savvy Empower Function in a JIM 
environment 

Human in the loop 

Resourcefiil Impart direction and Human resource Information 
purpose management management 

Initiate action Leveraging diversity Manage 

Mstill trust/confidence Mentor Mission focus 

Issue orders Motivating others Performance 
management 

Take risks Plan and conduct training Plan operations 

Program management Role model 

Represent the ResponsibiUty for 
organization subordinates 
Risk management Supervising 

Sustain high states of Team building 
readiness 
Team player Technology 

management 
Time management Train 

^jplication of principles of war that guide operations at the strategic, operational, and tactical 
levels has remained essentially the same over many years (p. 1)," so it is likely that it will remain 
similar in the future. For this reason, it is paramount that future leaders xmderstand the lessons of 
the past so that they can avoid mistakes and successfiilly direct their troops in tomorrow's 
environment. 

Technical credibility will be critical to future leaders as well. Leaders will need to 
imderstand how technology impacts their fimctions and missions and they must possess the 
necessary technical knowledge to complete their objectives and remain informed of the latest 
developments in then- particular field (Tremble & Bergman, 2000; The Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
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1997). The reason this knowledge is important is twofold. First, leaders will need to leverage 
technology to accomplish their objectives in an effective and efficient manner. Second, leaders 
should display technical credibility in order to gain the confidence of their subordinates (Tremble 
& Bergman, 2000; The Joint Chiefs of Staff, 1997) and thus provide the best chance of victory 
on the battlefield. 

Skills. There are three skills that were identified as critical to future leaders: social and 
interpersonal skills, tactical skills, and technical skills. The literature describes social and 
interpersonal skills as the capacity of leaders to interact with a wide range of personalities and 
motives (Magee, 1998; Rumsey, 1998; The Wexford Group International, 2002; White & 
Olmstead, 1997; Winkler et al., 1998). Magee explains that this is an important skill set because 
leaders must interact with a variety of internal and external entities. For example, with respect to 
internal entities, leaders should have the ability to build consensus and to negotiate in order to 
shape or influence their environment. Externally, leaders may function as members of policy 
formulation teams that help to determine national interest and objectives and must draw upon 
their social and interpersonal skills in communicating, persuading, and building consensus across 
a potentially broad array of communication forums (Magee, 1998). 

Tactical skills and technical skills are also fundamental to the success of future leaders 
(Kelley, 1996; Gumbert, 1998; Nogami, Brander, & Slusser, 1997; Steinberg & Leaman, 1990a, 
1990b; Yukl, 1999). Gumbert explains that, "leaders must have extensive personal mastery of 
tactical and technical methods to affect their decisions. There must be a development process of 
rich, elaborate, mental models capable of providing the background knowledge needed to 
understand the situation" (p. 5). These skills will provide leaders the tools to make precise and 
timely decisions, which will be fundamental to the missions of the Future Force. 

Abilities. Abihties made up the third category used to classify the initial list of future 
leader requirements. The abilities list describes enduring attributes or characteristics of future 
leaders for performing a particular range of tasks. Abilities differ from skills in that they are the 
attributes the individual has inherited or acquired in previous situations and brings to the new 
task situation, while a skill is linked more closely to the performance of specific tasks and 
includes the sequence and precision of task specific behaviors (Fleishman, 1972). For the 
purposes of the current research, the requirements on the abilities list in Table 12 that are similar 
in nature wiU be described together. 

Given that the construct of cognitive ability is similar in definition to other requirements 
identified by the literature review (i.e., conceptual ability, mental agility, meta-cognitive skills, 
and reflective thought), it was important that existing research and theory be referenced 
regarding the specification of this important leader requirement. Schmidt and Hunter (1998) 
show the practical significance of cognitive ability in their review of 85 years of personnel 
selection literature. They found that differences in cognitive ability do indeed predict differences 
in job performance. Correlations as high as .58 have been found between intelligence and 
professional-managerial jobs (Hunter & Hunter, 1984), ^ 

There have been many taxonomies and means of categorizing the various dimensions of 
cognitive ability. The two main conceptualizations are based on cognitive ability being thought 
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of as a unified vsiiole "g" or thought of as a collection of intelligence facets. For example, 
Charles Spearman (1927) proposed a theory of "Universal unity of the intellective fiinction" and 
is credited with coining the term "g". He developed a two-factor model of intelligence with "g" 
at the center and other sensory-motor and personality traits, "s" factors, surroxmding the central 
"g" factor, and he proposed that measures of "g" best indicated a person's overall intelligence. 
Spearman later acknowledged an intermediate set of factors "group factors" that lie between "g" 
and "s" and include such abilities as linguistic, mechanical, and mathematical ability. 

Raymond Cattell (1943) also proposed a two-fector model of intelligence with the two 
fectors consisting of fluid intelligence and crystallized intelligence. The abilities that comprise 
fluid intelligence are "nonverbal" abilities such as memory for numbers and are relatively free 
from cultural influences. Crystallized intelligence is heavily dependent on culture and informal 
and formal education. Cattell's theory of intelligence proposed that crystallized intelligence 
develops through the use of fluid intelligence and that the two are highly correlated. 

Robert Stemberg developed a triarchic theory of successful intelligence that is comprised 
of analytical, creative, and practical skills and states that, successfully intelligent people are those 
who have the ability to achieve success according to tiieir own definition, within their 
sociocultural context (Stemberg, 1988). Meanwhile, Carroll (1993) has used fector analysis to 
derive a three-level, hierarchical model of cognitive abilities with general intelligence as the 
highest order factor and ei^t second-order fectors (fluid intelligence, crystallized intelligence, 
general memory and learning, broad visual perception, broad auditory perception, broad retrieval 
ability, broad cognitive speededness, and processing speed) whereby these second-order factors 
are each comprised of between three and sixteen primary fectors. Carroll's model encompasses 
Spearman's "g", Cattell's model (fluid and crystallized intelligence), and several of Thurstone's 
primary mental abiUties. Carroll defined cognitive abilities as "variations in iadividuals' 
potential for present performance on a defined class of tasks" (Carroll, 1993, p. 16). 

Fleishman developed a taxonomy of abilities (Fleishman & (Juaintance, 1984; Fleishman 
& Reilly, 1992) that was based upon decades of programmatic research investigating the fector 
structure of human performance across a wide range of tasks (BufFardi, Fleishman, Morath, & 
McCarthy, 2000; Fleishman, 1967; Fleishman, 1975). He identified 7 second-order and 21 first- 
order factors of cognitive ability (Fleishman & Reilly, 1992). These same second and third-order 
ability dimensions have also been used to specify cognitive ability within the current Department 
of Labor's Occupational Information Network (0*NET) database and the 0*NET taxonomies 
(Peterson, Mumford, Bonnan, Jeaimeret, & Fleishman, 1999). 

Cognitive ability has also been described as the ability to gather, integrate, and interpret 
information (Zacarro, 1999; Magee, 1998). It is a critical component of a future leader 
requirement fi-amework because the leaders of the Future Force will be required to process 
enormous amounts of information and handle multiple responsibilities in their daily routines, 
thus requiring hi^ levels of cognitive ability. Gumbert (1998) notes that cognitive demands 
become greater every day because of r^d technological change in the global envirbimient, 
requiring leadars to formulate strategies, solve problems, and make correct decisions. 
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Creativity has been identified as an important ability of future leaders as well. Creativity 
is the ability to form novel ideas or to produce new solutions to compile problems (Pritchard, 
1999; The Joint Chiefe of Staff, 1997; The Wexford Group International, 2002) and is an 
essential for helping leaders face and meet the challenges of the future (White & Olmstead, 
1997). Similarly, handling ambiguity wiU be important to leaders as it involves the ability to 
function in uncertain situations (Nogami, Brander, & Slusser, 1997; Noble & Fallesen, 2000; 
Rumsey, 1998). It is quite possible that these two abilities will be complementary in future 
environments. 

Insist, judgment, integrating, problem solving, and vision have similar properties. Each 
of these requirements involve the ability to retain, retrieve, and apply information as well as the 
ability to react to new problem situations by ^jplying previous experience, education, and 
training efifectively (Qiilcoat, 1995; Rumsey, 1998). Insist and vision also involve an element 
of planning and predictmg for future events (Winkler et al., 1998; The Wexford Group 
International, 2002). Their value in an uncertain future is implicit. 

The fixture environmrait will involve increasing amounts of information transfer as a 
result of technological advances; therefore, written conomunication and oral communication will 
be vital. Both wiU be important because leaders will need to receive information and disseminate 
it to fheir subordinates or to their siq>mors (Ford, Campbell, Campbell, Kn^>p, & Walker, 2000; 
Tremble & Bergman, 2000; White & Olmstead, 1997). Both oral and written communication 
will be critical because leaders are often the impetus of change and they must be able to express 
themselves in a manner that allows their superiors, peers, and subordinates to understand them. 
Whether it be on the battiefield during the fog of war or in simple daily commimication, it is 
important that leadrais are able to direct and report to the people around them. Ability to speak a 
second language is also a likely requirement for future leaders (Rumsey, 1995). 

Systems thinking is the ability to analyze how the goals and operations of one's unit are 
interrelated with those of other units and systems, and how a unit's actions affect the 
performance of other units. This requirement has become more important over time and will 
continue to increase in criticality in the future (Hooijberg, Bullis, & Hunt, 1999). Grossman et 
al. (2002) explain that the Future Force will be hierarchical in nature and involve the use and 
power of distributed command and control. They note that tactical units will cover a much larger 
geographic imit than their counterparts in the legacy force, and all units wiU have instantaneous 
or near instantaneous access to information through networked command. For these reasons, it 
will be imperative that leaders are able to know and understand the operations and interrelations 
of the various systems that impact tiiem. Leaders in the future will need to develop knowledge 
structures regarding how thdr actions influence other systems and how the actions of other 
leaders in o&er systems influence them. 

The final requirranent in the list of abilities is the use of technology. This ability is 
unique fix>m technical credibility and technical skill in that it involves the implementation of 
technological advances typically associated with information and communication processing 
(Grossman et al., 2002). Rumsey (1998, pp. 3-4) elaborates on this issue by pointing out that 'It 
is the rapid growth of technology that is supporting the advancements in transmission of 
information as well as the new equipment that ^cilitates battiefield agility. A major element of 
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the officers' future operating environment will involve dealing with advanced technology and 
rapid technological advancements." The presence of this requirement in leaders will aid them by 
making them more efficient (Ford et al., 2000). At issue is not so much the technical operation 
of specific systems as policies for systems training are well-established and easily monitored. 
The more important issue for key leaders at all levels in combat, institutional and system 
acquisition fields is to understand the c^abilities, Umitations, and orpnizational employment of 
technology. Information and communications technology also has the potential to make leaders 
more efficient in the performance of their leadership fimctions. 

Other Characteristics. In addition to the knowledge, skills, and abilities categorized 
above, there are also other characteristics, including attributes, traits, and experiences that are 
required by leaders to be successfiil. The research team identified forty-three additional 
requirements that were not groiq>ed into KSAs that the research team refer to here as 'other 
characteristics.' 

Achievement drive, competitiveness, dedication, initiative, self-motivation, 
determination, motivation to perform, and willingness to exploit opportunities are seven 'other 
characteristics' that have similar definitions. All of these requirements include a desire for 
success and self-fortitude, which are important elemaits for completing difficult tasks and 
attaining excellence (Ford et al., 2000; Noble & Fallesen, 2000; Rumsey, 1995). As Rumsey 
explains, 'ihis emphasis on motivation is consistent with findings in the Army's selection and 
classification project. Project A, in which two separate kinds of performance were identified: 
"can do" and "will do" (p. 8). The literature on the fixture environment suggests that this set of 
requirements will remain important well into the fiiture. 

The review of leader requiremraits also found that leaders will be required to fimction 
autonomously in their fiiture leadership roles. For this reason, they will need to possess high 
levels of awareness, and be self-confident, self-sufficient, and comfortable when working alone 
(White & Olmstead, 1997). Similariy, fiiture leaders also maintain high levels of 
conscientiousness and pride in completing their mission(s) successfiiUy. These requirements 
suggest that the leader tnaintains the hi^est standard of quality for their own satisfaction and for 
the good of tile organization, which is vital in an autonomous setting (Hooijberg et al., 1999; 
White & Ohnstead; Rumsey, 1995). These requirements are also inqiortant for maintaining order 
around the leader and for completing work as assigned (Grossman et al., 2002). 

Discipline, responsibility, accountability, and professionalism coniplement the attributes 
previously discussed. The definitions of these requirements suggest that fiiture leaders should 
demonstrate a general attitude or philosophy that reflects a high value on professional conduct on 
and ofiftiie job (White & Ohnstead, 1997). In addition, they should display reliability in carrying 
out instructions and meeting requirements despite hardship, obstacles, personal problems, 
distractions, and danger (Rumsey, 1995; White & Ohnstead). These traits will be crucial to 
fiiture leader success as leaders gain more independence on and off the battiefield. Without direct 
supervision, it will be important that leaders remain responsible, professional, and accountable 
for their work. 
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The future enviromnent will continue to require that leaders be confident, courageous, 
and decisive as they are able to adapt to the increasing speed of information transmittance both 
within and outside the Army (Rumsey, 1995). These three requirements necessitate that leaders 
be able to act on their own convictions even in the face of severe consequences and are able to 
choose the more difGcult right path over the easy wrong path when necessary (McGuire, 1999; 
Swengros, 2002). To conq)lranent these requirements, leaders should also possess a positive self- 
image and a positive attitude (Hamburger, 1984). Both of these qualities will enable leaders to be 
confident, courageous, decisive, and psychologically fit to lead. 

If the research team assumes that the fiiture enviroimient will require more fix>m leaders 
than ever before, then it will also be important that leaders possess endurance, energy, and 
resilience (Pritchard, 1999). These fliree qualities imply that the leader should also possess high 
levels of vitality, physical stamina, and stress tolerance (White & Ohnstead, 1997; Yukl, 1999). 
It has also been emphasized that leaders be flexible and versatile in their positions (Ford et al., 
2000; Rumsey, 1998). In other words, leaders must have hi^ energy levels, endurance, and 
resilience yet have the ability to adjust to situations as an aspect of general intelligence or social 
prowess (Ford et al., 2000; McGuire, 1999; Rumsey, 1998). 

The fiiture will necessitate that leaders know and learn fix>m the past. With this in mind, 
previous experience is a requirement that will be vital to leader success (Hamburger, 1984). 
Familiarity with Army goals and objectives will help to develop and foster required values in the 
leader that are also critical for leader achievement such as honesty, integrity, moral courage, and 
solid ethics (William E. Simon Center, 2001). As The Army OfBcership Concept indicates, the 
Army strives to exhibit America's values and to be a professional organization but the Army can 
only achieve these standards if each of it's leaders holds these attributes. Values, in turn are 
demonstrated through actions and behaviors. 

Along with being prepared ethically for the challenges of being a leader, fiiture leaders 
will also need to be physically fit and possess psychomotor aptitude (Rumsey, 1995; William E. 
Simon Center, 2001). Physical fitness involves meeting the Army's standards for weight, 
conditioning, and strengUi while psychomotor aptitude involves Hie ability to coordinate the 
simultaneous movements of ones' lunbs to operate single controls or to operate multiple controls 
simultaneously. Considering that the fiiture ^ivironment may present situations where leaders 
are required to interact with technology to complete multiple tasks simultaneously and fill 
multiple roles, physical fitness and psychomotor aptitude will be critical to success. Both 
qualities will help to allow leaders to meet the demands placed on them during the broad range 
of missions they face in the fiiture. 

There are several additional requirements on tiie 'other characteristics' list that may prove 
critical to fiiture leadership. These include moatal stability, emotional stability, presence, 
openness, persuasion, and Hie will to destroy the enemy. Mental and emotional stability involve 
the ability to remain focused and stable under pressure (William E. Simon Center, 2001). 
Presence is a requirement that is particularly influential in the Army and refers to llie idea that a 
leader is respected and revered by tiieir fijllowers (Blackwell & Bozek, 1998; Yukl, 1999). This 
requirement is complementary to a leader's ability to persuade flieir subordinates to accept a new 
idea. Likewise, openness is also an important attribute, in that, it suggests leaders are receptive to 
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different points of view and new experiences themselves (McGuire, 1999 Rumsey, 1995; 1998). 
Finally, a leader's will to destroy the enemy is important in the context of battle. 

Composites. The research team considered a requirement a composite if they felt the 
requirement was causally related to successful leadership performance, but they could not clearly 
identify it as a single KSA or other attribute, and it could not be considered a task or role of a 
leader. The literature review and coding exercise yielded six of these requirements. The first 
composite requirement was awareness. This characteristic involves the leader understanding 
themselves and the situation around them (Noble & Fallesen, 2000). To this end, awareness also 
implies that the leader must monitor their actions and the context in which these behaviors occur. 
This will be particularly important in the future with the media covering military actions more 
closely and as the Army continues to work with multiple external organizations during their 
missions. Noble and Fallesen point out that, "(better leaders) are aware of the effect their actions 
have on other friendly units and on the plan's compatibility with the mission of the larger unit" 
(p. 40). 

The other 5 composites identified are similar in definition. General competence, 
competence in peacekeeping and non-traditional missions, negotiating, political and ideological 
savvy, and resourcefulness all include a consideration of one's responsibilities and the 
requirements of the environment. Further, each includes an element of the leader analyzing how 
the goals and operations of their unit are interrelated with other units and systems, and how their 
unit's actions affect the performance of other units (Ford et al., 2000; The Wexford Group 
International, 2002; Tremble & Bergman, 2000). The literature seems to clearly suggest that such 
analytical thinking will be valued in the complex future environment. 

Tasks. The literature review identified 10 tasks that were influential for successful 
leaders. A task was defined in this research as an action or series of actions (i.e., behavior or 
series of behaviors) performed closely together in time and directed toward an objective, goal, or 
outcome. 

The first set of tasks that will be defined here center around the leader to subordinate 
relationship. These seven tasks are awareness of subordinates strengths and weaknesses, 
empowering, imparting direction or purpose, initiating action, instilling trust or confidence, 
delegate and issuing orders. Intuitively, awareness of subordinate strengths and weakness is the 
task that is the backbone of these other tasks. This involves the leader understanding the 
knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics that his/her subordinates possess so that 
they can be leveraged to complete the unit's goals (Yukl, 1999). With this awareness, leaders can 
then intelligently empower and impart direction as well as initiate action, instill trust, delegate, 
and issue orders decisively to their troops. 

After considering their unit's resources, leaders will ultimately have to lead and for this 
reason the remaining tasks on the screened list are essential aspects of success. First, 
coordination involves many of these previously discussed requirements and is basically the 
capacity of a leader to stitch together working teams, with a variety of cultural backgrounds, at 
the command, operational, and unit levels to complete a mission (Gurstein, 1999; Ralph et al., 
2001). Second, decision-making is closely related to this task because it involves the facility to 
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analyze problems, search for alternative solutions, consider the impact of alternatives, and solve 
problems. The last task on the list is take risks and this task is inherent in both coordination and 
decision-making because it involves taking action when the outcome is uncertain (Nogami, 
Brander, & Slusser, 1997). Each of these three tasks will be important in the global, cross- 
cultural missions predicted in Hoe future. 

Roles. Roles are broad subdivisions of one's job composed of a group of tasks that are 
somewhat related because of the nature of the work or behavior involved. Leaders are required 
and will be required to perform a variety of diverse and complex roles in their positions. Each, 
however, will be iinportant to maintaining an exceptional Future Force. When considered from 
an organizational perspective, the common roles across jobs can serve to identify the desired 
compeAjeades in an organization. The hterature from the review led to 35 potential leader roles 
for Army leaders. 

Subordinate support is an area of leader roles that is imperative to leader and unit success. 
This area includes roles such as counselor, mentor, and a general responsibility and concern for 
subordinates. As a counselor, leaders will need to help support their subordinates when facing 
adversity (Nogami et al., 1997). Similarly, as a mentor, leaders must proactively participate in 
the development of each subordinate through observing, assessing, coaching, teaching, 
developmental consulting, and evaluating their subordinates (William E. Simon Center, 2001; 
The Wexford Groiq) International, 2002). Clearly, these are important roles for a future leader to 
fulfill. Nogami et al. (1997) note that these are critical because caring for Soldiers and families at 
all levels and the counseling and mentorship that leaders provide ultimately builds the next set of 
leaders for tomorrow. Likewise, establishing success conditions, managing, motivating, training, 
and siq>ervising subordinates are five roles that are closely related to counseling and mentoring. 
Each of these five roles involves the leader providing guidance and direction to their followers so 
that their subordinates can be successful (Chilcoat, 1995; Ford et al., 2000). 

In ordo- to be successfid, future leaders will also need to be able to execute operations 
and ra:ploit opportunities. This implies that leaders will need to fulfill their duties and take 
advantage of opportunities when they arise (Hamburger, 1984; The Joint Chiefe of StafiF, 1997). 
In order to be proficient in these two roles, there are a number of other roles that leaders will 
need to fulfill. For example, battiefield coordination and management will be crudal during 
wartime to enable leaders to execute opraations. It is a vital role because it involves the 
capability to apply and effectively integrate multiple battiefield functions simultaneously 
(Campbell, Knapp, & Heffoer, 2002). Campbell et al., 2002 explain tiiat future leaders will need 
to integrate direct and indirect fires, communications, intelligmce, and combat services as part of 
battiefield coordination in order to achieve tactical goals. Also, inherent in the role of battiefield 
coordination is the role of plaiming operations, which involves the development of mission 
strategy (Ford et al., 2000). 

Similarly, as is it important to coordinate extranal operations, it is also imperative that 
future leaders manage internal operations. Leadois will be called upon to be responsible for 
change, financial, human resource, information, performance, programs, risk, technology, and 
time management within their unit. Each of th^e management areas requires that the leader is 
able to ^pply any and all appropriate tactics to coordinate tiie relevant issues concerned 
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(Steinberg & Leaman, 1990a). And, each area mandates that the leader is able to discern which 
strategy is most likely to provide the best solution for the particular matter of concern (Campbell 
et al., 2002; Steinberg & Leaman, 1990a). These management areas will contmue to be important 
in the future environment because the leader will be required to maintain the functioning of their 
unit at all times as they are in today's Army. 

Each of the roles defined above feed into one of the most iniportant roles that the team 
identified, which was maintaining hi^ states of readiness. This is crucial because leadras must 
be able to prq)are Iheir unit for a mission on a moments notice and stiU demand the highest 
possible standards fiom their subordinates (Blackwell & Bozek, 1998; Rumsey, 1998). In order 
to maintain hi^ states of readiness, leaders must also continually learn, plan and conduct 
training, and be role models. Future leaders who set these roles as a priority will have a higher 
likelihood of being successful at maintaining their unit's readiness. 

An additional role of leaders being able to function in joint, interagency, and 
multinational environment is rapidly becoming the norm in peacekeeping and combat situations 
and to span boundaries across organizations and functions. This role requires a number of other 
KSAs, such as cognitive skill and creativity, competencies of negotiation and political savvy, and 
a variety of personal attributes such as self-confidence and determination to perform 
successfully. 

Finally, leaders will also need to be team builders and team players. These two roles are 
critical to high performance because the Future Force will be team-based. The Army Officership 
Concept (William E. Simon Center, 1997) emphasizes that the Army's leaders leverage 
teamwork as a force multiplier. Further, Campbell et al., (2002) indicate that leaders should 
communicate team goals as well as organize and reward effective work. In simi, as the research 
indicates, it is critical that leaders foster a team atmosphere in their units to help facilitate 
cohesion and goal accomplishment. 

Development of the Army Leadership Conqpetency Framework 

In developing a competency-based fiamework of leadership requirements, the research 
team used the definition of leadership fix)m FM 22-100, which is "influencing people - by 
providing purpose, direction, and motivation - while operating to accomplish the mission and 
improving the organization" (p. 1-4). This definition was important as the research team chose 
not to attempt to describe all work behaviors or tasks a leader may perform in his or her position 
but only those that influence his or her subordinates, peers, or others in the context of operating 
to accomplish mission and improving the organization. 

The research team synthesized the leadership requirements presented in Tables 11 and 12 
into competencies representing the broad array of constructs represented in these tables. Two 
analysts working indq)endentiy developed initial competency constructs, and then conferred on a 
single representation that consisted of competencies, components, and sample actions associated 
with Future Force Army leadership. 
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Two analysts worked on multiple iterations to refine the draft fi-amework. With the 
initial draft content they screened and modified terms to select ones that were likely to have the 
best understanding. They selected labels to incorporate as much parallelism and symmetry as 
possible. They also focused on concepts dealing exclusively with leadership, rather than all 
things that leaders do, such as fi-om the tactical, technical and conceptual realms. They sought 
minimal overlap among competencies and the explanatory components, though recognized the 
impracticality of a set of pure, discrete competencies. Various concepts were moved from 
competency to component categories and others from component to competency in order to 
achieve a fi-amework that had symmetry in meaning and organization, yet capture the broad 
spectrum of requirements. 

A separate team of four different analysts then examined this draft fi-amework and 
modifications and additions were made. The result of this collaboration was a draft framework 
consisting of eight competencies, 59 components and sample actions. Competency labels were 
developed to describe the major functions that leaders perform that influence others and lead to 
organization success. This set of eight competencies were most like the roles identified from the 
literature review (Table 12). While a role is a requirement that the organization has for 
leadership, competencies arc the requirements of the roles that leaders themselves must possess. 
Components were developed for each competency to describe the most critical general 'tasks' 
associated with each competency. Sample actions were generated by linking the behavioral 
indicators from Appendix B of FM 22-100 to the components and through the development of 
new actions. This provided an initial, draft Army leadership framework that the research team 
then submitted to subject matter expert (SME) review for further development. This review 
process is covercd in detail in the following section. 

Expert Review of Initial Army Leadership Competency Framework 

Judgments and opinions werc sought fixim subject matter experts (SMEs) in the field of 
military leadership. SMEs werc contacted individually and asked to spend a day studying, 
reviewing and rating the framework on the adequacy and appropriateness of the proposed 
competencies, components, and sample actions, the relationship of the environmental factors to 
the competencies, and the best means for developing the competencies. General instructions 
were provided on the purpose of the competency framework and each section contained more 
specific instructions regarding how to complete that section. Demographic items related to 
current position, prior experience in leadership research, familiarity with existing Army 
leadership doctrine, experience conducting job analysis or competency modeling, and highest 
rank of military service werc included. 

SMEs representing Army field grade officers, senior enlisted, and warrant officers, Air 
Force and Navy reprcsentatives, and academia and other behavioral science leadership experts 
were identified and contacted by project staff to determine their willingness to participate in this 
project. SMEs were initially identified as authors of articles related to future AJmy leadership or 
as having participated in the ATLD STUDY Phases. The group was expanded to include 
representatives from the other services and foreign military leadership experts. Twenty-two 
SMEs agreed to participate in the research. Current positions or key prior positions of the SMEs 
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shown in Table 13. Five of the SMEs were fix)m tiie active component of the Army and one fix)m 
the USAF. One was an Anny civilian and member of the reserve forces. Four SMEs were 
retired active component officers. Five of the SMEs were civilian employees of the government. 
Four SMEs were from academia, and one was a foreign defense scientist. 

Table 13. 
Positions of SMEs*. 

Brigade Commander 
Brigade Commander 
Director, a military center for leadership 
Qiair, a military strategic leader studies 
Former Commandant, a senior service college 
Fonner Coramander, a TRADOC combat center 
Former branch chie^ Warrant Officer Career Center 
Sergeant Major, instructor 
Research professor, a senior service college 
Former chair of national security & strategy, senior service college 
Chief, selection & assigmnent, a military personnel research organization 
Research psychologist, selection & classification, private firm 
Military scientist and liaison at military training command 
Research psychologist, selection & assigmnent, a military personnel research organization 
Team leader, leadCTship technologies, a military personnel research organization 
Head, leadership policy & training, a civilian branch of military 
Director, workforce effectiveness and planning, a federal agency 
President, a commercial leadership institute 
Professor and director, a xmiversity center for leadership studies 
Professor, industrial/organizational psydiology, a university 
Professor of psychology & principal scientist, a university 
Head, team & cognitive studies, a research organization fiom a NATO country 
♦All SMEs have eiqjerience of serving in or wotking in the Army or military, most have written on leadership 
requirements themselves. 

Results of SME Review 

All 22 respondents indicated the framework was beneficial. Seventeen SMEs indicated 
the framework provided the basic fimctions that leaders perform and serves in some way to assist 
leaders in determining what they should do and what actions exranplify successfid performance. 
Other benefits identified were to assist educators, trainers, and learners in developing leadership 
skills and as a thorou^ presraitation of the leadership domain in specific terms. Thirteen SMEs 
provided recommended changes to tiie existing competencies or the addition of missing 
competencies, and thirteen SMEs indicated changes or suggestions for components. Detailed 
SME conmients and analyst recommendations for incorporating these comments into the 
fiamework regarding the value of the firamework, flie competencies, components, and sample 
actions are provided in Horey, Cronin, and Fallesen (in preparation). The research team felt it 
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was necessary to address each SME recommendation for the framework given the qualifications 
of the SMBs and the methodical £q)proach toward development. 

Framework Limitations 

Four SMEs commented on limitations of the framework with respect to a lack of 
representation of the impact of level of leadership in tiie framework. Several of these comments 
also included limitations as to the lack of a depiction of the relationship between the 
competencies and sug^sted a hierarchical structure or reflection of criticality as necessary 
components in a leadership framework. Several comments also indicated redundancy in the 
conq)etency components and a desire on the part of the reviewer to know the development 
process involved in the establi^mirait of the competencies and components. Other relevant 
miscellaneous comments on the limitations of the fiiamewoik were related to the framework not 
being exhaustive or complete, not knowing how the framework would be applied, a need for a 
differentiation between combat and non-combat competencies, and a need for the use of wording 
tibat is more contemporary and common to emerging systems and concepts. Finally, several 
reviewers commented on the significance of the sequence of the components within the 
competencies, and the analyst team reconsidered all component sequencing to reflect the 
importance and logical timing of the component within the competency. 

Army Leadership Competency Framework 

The proposed Army Leadership Competency Framework was generated by incorporating 
multiple perspectives and sources of information into an organized and unified set of fimctions. 
These sources included those topics previously described: preview of past and current U.S. 
Army Leadership doctrine; review of contemporary and projected environmental conditions; 
review of leadership theories; an extensive review of literature sources on leaders' work 
requirements; consideration of various con^etency definitions and purposes and the generation 
of a hybrid ^>proach; review of selected industry and military conipetency models; criteria for 
desired competency models; hand-picked subject matter expert review; and iterative refinement. 
These sources were combined into a set of eight U.S. Army leadership competencies (see Table 
14). The competencies are described with subordinate coniponents and sample actions (see 
TdkAs 15). The number of coniponents ranges fix)m four to ten per competency. The sample 
actions range from two to eight per component The actions are considered illustrative and are 
qualified as "sample" because there are a vast number of actions that leaders could and should 
perform with regard to the competencies and components. Together, the competencies, 
components, and sample actions make va^ a core firamework for Army leadership. 
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Table 14. 
Leadership Competency Descriptions 

Leading Other to Success: A leader motivates and influences others to take initiative, work 
toward a conomon purpose, accomplish tasks, and achieve organizational objectives. 

Exemplifying Sound Values and Behaviors: Maintaining standards and providing examples of 
eflFective behaviors influences others to behave and perform similarly. All Army leaders should 
model Army values continuously. Modeling provides tangible evidence of desired behaviors and 
reinforces verbal guidance through demonstration of commitment and action. 

Vitalizing a Positive Climate: A leader has a responsibility to establish and maintain positive 
expectations and attitudes which produce the setting for positive attitudes and effective work 
behaviors. 

Ensuring Shared Understanding: By understanding the nature and power of communication and 
practicing effective communication techniques, one can better relate to others and translate goals 
into actions. Communication is essential to all other leadership competmcies. 

Remforcing Growth in Others: Assisting others to gmw as individuals and teams facilitates the 
achievement of organizational goals and is a primary function of leadership. 

Arming Self to Lead: Only through being prepared for missions and other challenges, being 
aware of self and situations, and Ihe practice of career long learning and development can one 
fulfill the responsibilities of leadership. 

Guiding SuccessfiU Operations: Ultimately, a leader's purpose is to provide guidance and 
maintain control ovcT the work environment in order to inorease eflBciency and efifectivraiess in 
one's own and subordinate's activities. 

Extending hifluence: Leaders need to influence beyond their direct lines of authority and beyond 
chains of command; this influence may extend to joint, interagency, inter-governmental, 
multinational, and other groiq)s. 
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Table 15. 
Leadership competencies, components and sample actions. 

Leading Others to Success 
Component Sample Actions 

Establish and impart dear 
intent and purpose 

Determine tlie course of action necessary to reach objectives and fiilfiil 
mission requirements. Restate the higher headquarters' mission in terms 
appropriate to the organization. Communicate instructions, orders, and 
directives to subordinates. Ensure subordinates understand and accept 
direction. Empower and delegate responsibility and authority to 
subordinates. 

Convey the significance of 
theworl( 

Inspire, encourage, and guide others toward mission accomplishment. 
When appropriate, explain how tasks support mission and missions support 
organization objectives. Emphasize the importance of organizational goals. 

\Aaintain and enforce high 
professional standards 

(einforce importance and role of standards. Perfonn individual and 
ollective tasl(s to standard. Recognize and take responsibility for poor 
lerfonnance and address it appropriately. 

Balance requirements of 
mission with welfare of 
followers 

Assess and routinely monitor the impact of mission fulfillment on mental, 
physical, and emotional attributes of subordinates. Monitor morale, physical 
condition, and safety of subordinates. Provide appropriate relief when 
conditions jeopardize success of mission or present overwhelming risk to 
personnel. 

Create and promulgate vision Interpret data about the future environment, tasks, and missions. Forecast 
of the future probable situations and outcomes and formulate strategies to prepare for 

them. Communicate to others a need for greater understanding of the future 
environment diallenges, and objectives. 
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Table 15 (continued). 
Leadership competencies, components and sample actions. 

Exemplifying Sound Values and Behaviors 

Component 
Model Army values 

consistently through 
actions, attitudes, and 
communications 

Exemplify warrior ethos 

Sample Actions 
Set the example by displaying high standards of duty perfomiance. personal 
appearance, military and professional bearing, physical fitness and health, 
and ethics. Foster an ethical climate. Complete individual and unit tasks to 
standard, on time, and within the commander's intent. Be punctual and meet 
deadlines. Demonstrate detennination, persistence, and patience. 

temove or fight through obstades, difficulties, and hardships to accomplish 
le mission. Demonstrate physical and emotional courage. Communicate 

low warrior ethos is demonstrated. 

Demonstrate commitment to 
Nation, Army, unit 
Soldiers, community, 
and allies 

3emonstrate enthusiasm for task completion, and if necessary, methods of 
accomplishing assigned tasks. Be available to assist peers and 
subordinates. Participate in team tasks and missions without being asked to 
do so. 

Display confidence, self- 
control, composure, and 
positive attitude 
especially under 
adverse conditions; be 
resilient 

Remain decisive after discovering a mistake. Act in the absence of 
nuidance. Don't show discouragement when fadng setbacks. Remain 
bositive when the situation becomes confusing or changes. Encourage 
subordinates when they show signs of weakness. 

Demonstrate technical, 
technological, and 
tactical knowledge and 
skills 

\4eet mission standards, protect resources, and accomplish the mission with 
Available resources using technical and tactical skills. Display appropriate 
knowledge of equipment, procedures, and methods. 

Understand the importance 
of conceptual skills and 
model them to others 

Display comfort worthing in open systems. Make logical assumptions in the 
absence of facts, identify critical issues to use as a guide in both making 
decisions and taking advantage of opportunities. Recognize and generate 
innovative solutions. Relate and compare infomnation fi'om different sources 
;o identify possible cause-and-effect relationships. Use sound judgment and 
ogical reasoning. 

Seek and be open to diverse Encourage respectful, honest communications among staff and decision 
ideas and points of view makers. Explore alternative explanations and approaches for accomplishing 

tasks. Reinforce new ideas, demonstrate willingness to consider alternative 
perspectives to resolve difficult problems. Use knowledge sources and 
subject matter experts. Recognize and discourage individuals seeking to 
gain ^or from tacit agreement 
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Table 15 (continued). 
Leadership competencies, components and sample actions. 

Vitalizing a Positive Climate 

Component Sample Actions 
Foster team work, cohesion, 

cooperation, and 
Encourage people to work togetlier effectively. Pronnote teamwork and team 

loyalty achievement to tuiild taist. Draw attention to the consequences of poor 
coordination. Acknowledge and reward successful team coordination. 
Integrate new members Into the unit quickly. 

Encourage subordinates to 
exercise Initiative, 
accept responsibility, 
and take ownership 

Involve others in decisions and keep them infonned of consequences that 
affect them. Allocate responsibility for performance. Guide subordinate 
eaders in thinking through problems for themselves. Act to expand and 
enhance subordinates' competence and self-confidence. Reward initiative. 

Create a learning 
environment 

Use effective assessment and training methods. Encourage leaders and 
their subordinates to reach their full potential. Motivate others to develop 
themselves. Express the value of interacting with others and seeking 
counsel. Stimulate innovative and critical thinking in others. 

Encourage open and candid Show others how to accomplish tasks while remaining respectful, resolute. 
communications and focused. Communicate a positive attitude to encourage others and 

improve morale. Reinforce the expression of contrary and minority 
t/iewpoints. Display appropriate reactions to new or conflicting information or 
opinions. Guard against group think 

Encourage ^irness and 
inclusiveness 

Provide accurate evaluations and assessments. Support equal opportunity. 
Prevent all forms of harassment. Encourage learning about and leveraging 
diversity. 

Express and demonstrate    jEncourage subordinates and peers to express candid opinions. Ensure that 
cara for people and       subordinates and their families are provided for, including their health, 
their well-being {welfare, and development. Routinely monitor morale and encourage honest 

'eedback. I Anticipate people's on-the- 
job needs 

[ecognize and monitor subordinates' needs and reactions. Show concern 
'or the impact of tasks and missions on subordinates' morale. 

Set and maintain high 
expectations for 
indivkluals and teams 

Cleariy articulate expectations. Create a climate that expects good 
performance, recognizes superior performance, and does not accept poor 
berfomiance. Challenge others to match one's example. 

Accept reasonable setbacks 
and failures 

Communicate the difference between maintaining professional standards 
and zero defects mentality. Express the importance of being competent and 
motivated, but recognize the occunence of failure. Emphasize learning from 
one's mistakes. 
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Table 15 (continued). 
Leadership competencies, components and sample actions. 

Ensuring Shared Understanding 

Component Sample Actions 
Listen actively jsten and watch attentively. Make appropriate notes. Tune into content, 

emotion, and urgency. Use vetba\ and nonverbal means to reinforce with 
speaker that you are paying attention. Reflect on new information before 
expressing views. 

Determine information 
sliaring strategies 

Share necessary infonnation with sutwrdinates. Protect confidential 
information. Coordinate plans with higher, lower, adjacent individuals and 
affected organizations. Keep higher and lower headquarters, superiors, and 
subordinates informed. 

Employ engaging 
communication 
techniques 

Speak enthusiastically and maintain listeners' interest and involvement 
Make appropriate eye contact when speaking. Use gestures that are 
appropriate but not distracting. Use visual aids as needed. Act to determine, 
recognize, and resolve misunderstandings. 

Convey thougtits and ideas 
to ensure 
understanding 

Express thoughts and ideas cleariy to individuals and groups. Use con-ect 
grammar and doctrinally con^ct phrases. Recognize potential 
fnlscommunication. Use appropriate means for communicating a message. 
Communicate cleariy and concisely up, down, across and outside the 
organization. 

Present recommendations 
so others understand 
advantages 

Use logic and relevant facts in dialogue. Keep conversations on track. 
Express well-thought-out and well-organized ideas. 

Be sensitive to culbjral 
Actors in 
communication 

Maintain awareness of communication customs, expressions, actions or 
sehaviors. Demonstrate respect for others. 
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Table 15 (continued). 
Leadership competencies, components and sample actions. 

Reinforcing Growth in Otliers 

Component Sample Actions 
Assess current 

developmental needs of 
others 

Observe and monitor subordinates under different task conditions to 
establish strengths and weaknesses. Note changes in proficiency. Evaluate 
subordinates in a fair and consistent manner. 

Foster job development, job 
challenge, and job 
enrichment 

Assess tasks and subordinate motivation to consider methods of improving 
iwork assignments, when job enridiment would be useful, methods of cross 
training on tasks, and methods of accomplishing mission. Design tasks to 
provide practice in areas of subordinates' weaknesses. Design ways to 
challenge subordinates and improve practice. Encourage subordinates to 
mprove processes. 

Coach, counsel, and mentor mprove subordinate understanding and proficiency. Use past experience 
and knowledge to improve future performance. Counsel, coach, and mentor 
subordinates and subordinate leaders. 

Facilitate ongoing 
development 

^^aintain awareness of existing individual and organizational development 
arograms and remove barriers to development. Support opportunities for 
self development. An^nge training opportunities as needed that help 
subordinates improve setf-awareness, confidence, and competence. 

Support institutional-based 
development 

Encourage subordinates to pursue institutional learning opportunities. 
Provide infomiation about institutional training and career progression to 
subordinates. Maintain resources related to development. 

Build team skills and 
processes 

Present challenging assignments for team interaction. Provide resources 
and support. Provide feedback on team processes. 
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Table 15 (continued). 
Leadership competencies, components and sample actions. 

Arming Self to Lead 

Component 
Maintain mental and 

physical health and 
well-being 

Sample Actions 
Recognize imbalance or inappropriateness of one's actions. Remove 
emotions from decision making. Apply logic and reason to make decisions 
or when interacting vtnth emotionally charged individuals. Recognize the 
sources of stress, maintain appropriate levels, and use it for motivation, 
rake part in regular exercise, leisure activities, and time away from routine 
ivork. Stay focused on life priorities and values. 

Maintain self awareness; 
employ self 
understanding, and 
recognize impact on 
others 

Evaluate and incorporate 
feedback from others 

Evaluate one's strengths and weaknesses. Consider feedback on 
serformance, outcomes associated with actions, and actions taken by 
others to achieve similar goals. Seek feedback on how others view your 
actions. Routinely determine personal goals and progress toward those 
goals. Develop capabilities where possible, but accept personal limitations. 
Seek opportunities where your capabilities can be used appropriately. 
Understand self-motivation under various task conditions. 

Determine areas in need of development. Judge yourself witii the help of 
eedback from others. 

Expand knowledge of 
technical, technological, 
and tactical areas 

<eep informed about developmente and policy changes inside and outside 
the organization. Seek knowledge of systems, equipment, capabilities and 
situations, particularly information technology systems. 

Expand conceptual and 
interpersonal 
capabilities 

Understand the contribution of concentration, critical thinking (assimilation of 
nformation, discriminating relevant cues, question asking), imagination 
(decentering), and problem solving in different task conditions. Learn new 
approaches to problem solving. Apply lessons learned. Fitter unnecessary 
information effidentiy. Reserve time for self development, reflection, and 
sersonal growth. Consider possible motives behind conflicting information. 

Analyze and organize 
information to create 
knowledge 

Reflect on what you've learned and organize for future application. 
Consider source, quality or relevance, and criticality of information to 
improve understanding. Identify reliable sources of data and otiier 
Bsources related to acquiring knowledge. Set up systems to store 
cnowledge for reuse. 

Maintain relevant cultural 
awareness 

earn about issues of language, values, customary behavior, ideas, beliefs 
and patterns of thinking that influence otiiers. Leam about results of 
jrevious encounters when culture pla^ a role in misston success. 

Maintain relevant geo- 
political awareness 

Learn about relevant societies outside tiie United States experiencing 
unrest. Recognize Army influences on other countries, allies, and enemies. 
Understand the factors influencing conflict and peacekeeping, peace 
enforcing, and peacemaking missions. 
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Table 15 (continued). 
Leadership competaicies, con:q)oneats and sample actions. 

Guiding Successful Operations 

Component Sample Actions 
Prioritize, organize and 

coordinate tasicings for 
teams 

Use planning to ensure each course of action achieves the desired 
outcome. Organize groups and teams to accomplish worit. Plan to ensure 
that all tasks can be executed in the time available and that tasks depending 
on other tasks are executed in the correct sequence. Limit over 
specification and micromanagement 

Identify and account for 
individual and group 
capabilities and 
commitment to task 

Consider duty positions, capabilities, and developmental needs when 
assigning tasks. Conduct initial assessments when beginning a new task or 
assuming a new position. 

Designate, clarify, and 
deconflict roles 

Establish and employ procedures for monitoring, coordinating, and 
regulating subordinates' actions and activities. Mediate peer conflicts and 
disagreements. 

Identify, contend for, 
allocate, and manage 
resources 

Miocate adequate time for task completion. Keep track of people and 
equipment. Allocate time to prepare and conduct rehearsals. Continually 
seek improvement in operating efficiency, resource conservation, and fiscal 
responsibility. Attract, recognize, and retain talent 

Remove work barriers Protect unit from unnecessary taskings and distractions. Recognize and 
resolve scheduling conflicts. Overcome other obstacles preventing full 
attention to accomplishing the mission. 

Recognize and reward good 
performance 

Recognize individual and team accomplishments and reward them 
appropriately. Credit subordinates for good performance. Build on 
successes. Explore new revy^rd systems and understand individual reward 
motivations. 

Seek, recognize, and take 
advantage of 
opportunities to improve^ 
performance 

^k incisive questions. Anticipate needs for action. Analyze activities to 
determine how desired erul states are achieved or affected. Act to improve 

organizations' collective perfbnnance. Envision ways to improve. 
Recommend best methods for accomplishing tasks. Leverage information 
and communteation technology to improve individual and group 
effectiveness. Encourage staff to use creativity to solve problems. 

Make feedback part 
of work processes 

Give and seek accurate and timely feedb£K:k. Use feedback to modify 
duties, tasks, procedures, requirements, and goals when appropriate. Use 
assessment techniques and evaluation tools (especially AARs) to identify 
essons learned and facilitate consistent improvement. Determine tiie 
appropriate setting and timing for feedback. 

Execute plans to accomplish jSchedule 
the mission 

activities so tiie organization meets all commifanents in critical 
serformance areas. Notify peers and subordinates in advance when their 
support is required. Keep ti^ack of task assignments and suspenses. Adjust 
assignments, if necessary. Attend to detail. 

Identify and adjust to 
external influences on 
ttie mission and 
organization 

Gattier and analyze relevant information about changing situations. 
[}etermine causes, effects, and contributing Actors for problems. Consider 
contingencies and their consequences. Make necessary, on-the-spot 
adjustinents. 
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Table 15 (continued). 
Leadership competencies, components and sample actions. 

Extending Influence 

Component 
Understand sphere of 

influence, means of 
influence, and limits of 
Influence 

Build trust 

Sample Actions 
/\ssess situations, missions, and assignments to determine the parties 
involved in decision making, decision support, and possible interference or 
resistance. Understand role of individuals and units in building partnerships. 
Understand boundary of own and Army involvement. Learn relevant 
polici^, doctrine, and lessons learned. Leam about the types of power and 
beir use in different situations. Leam about the role of negotiation, 
mediation, partnering, and psychological operations in accomplishing 
mission. 

3e finn, fair, and respectful to gain tmst. Identify areas of commonality. 
Engage other members in activities and objectives. Follow through on 
actions related to expectations of others. Keep people infomied of actions 
and results. 

Negotiate for understanding, 
consensus, and to 
resolve conflict 

Leverage trust to establish agreements and courses of action. Clarify the 
situation. Identify individual and group positions and needs. Identify roles 
and resources. Facilitate understanding of conflicting positions. Generate 
and fecilitate generation of possible solutions. 

Build and maintain alliances Establish contact and interact vwth others that will share an interest in your 
development, reaching your goals, giving advice, introducing you to others, 
and other common interests. Maintain friendships, business associations, 
interest groups, and support networiis. Understand the value of and leam 

m partnerships, associations, and other cooperative alliances. 
inte 
fror, 

Sipport for Proposed Leadership Competencies 

Coverage of Leadership Requirements Identified in Literature 

Table 16 provides a crosswalk of tiie competencies and components from the proposed 
leadership framework to the requirements identified in the selected literature on Army ftiture 
leadership requirements. Reference numbers correspond to the postscripts in the reference 
section. 

The ATLD Officer phase and related articles (Steele & Walters, 2001; Schwartzmann, 
2003) have reinforced the importance of self-awareness and adq)tability as enduring 
competencies for future Army leaders. Yet these constructs are fairly abstract. If the Army is 
concerned with leadership as action, then a more relevant concern may be how ad^tability and 
self awareness are operationalized within the processes of leadership. Perhaps they are best 
viewed as attributes and will be none the less important for all future Soldiers to exhibit. By 
themselves they do not fully describe leadership nor the core of what will make leado^ 
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Table 16 
Crosswalk of Competencies and Components fiom Leadership Framework to Source Literature 

Competency/Components 
Scarce f Jterature 

(Numbers stand for citations in references) 

Leading Others to Success 

Establish and impart clear intent and purpose 9,17,29,34,35 
Convey tiie significance of the work 2,3,4,7,18,22,26,27 
Maintain and enforce high professional 
standards 

9,20,21,28,31 

Balance requirements of mission with wel&re 
of followers 4,7,20,27,29,34 
Create and promulgate vision of flie future 1,3,4,9,10,14,17,25,26,28,34 

Exemplifying Sound Values and Behaviors 

Model Army values consistently through 
actions, attitudes, and communications 

1,5,7,19,11,12,13,15,17,28,20,27,29 

Exemplify warrior ethos 3,4,18,26,31 
Demonstrate commitment to Nation, Army, 
unit. Soldiers, community, and allies 

5,15,20,21,22,25,27,29,33,34 

Display confidence, self-control, composure, 
and positive attitude especially imder adverse 
conditions; be resilient 

1,3,4,5,7,11,12,16,17,18,20,21,22,25,26,29 

Demonstrate technical, technological, and 
tactical knowledge and skills 

3,7,8,9,10,13,14,17,23,26,27,28,29,31,34 

Understand the importance conceptual skills 
and model them to others 

2,4,7,9,10,15,16,19,20,21,25,27,28,29,31,34,3 
5 

Seek and be open to diverse ideas and points of 
view 

15,20,21 

Vitalizing a Positive Climate 

Foster team woric, cohesion, cooperation, and 
loyalty 

3,4,6,7,8,9,14,15,17,18,19,21,22,25,26,27,28, 
29,31,33,34,35 

Encourage subordinates to exercise initiative, 
accept responsibility, and take ownership 

1,9,20,25,31,32,34 

Create a learning aivironment 3,4,9,13,14,18,31,32,34 
Encourage open and candid communications 15,20,21 
Encourage &imess and inclusiveness 1,9,13,22,25,34 
Express and demonstrate care for people and 
their well-being 

3,7,10,11,24,27,29,34 

Anticipate people's on-the-job needs 4,34 
Set and maintain higih expectations for 
individuals and teams 9,11,27 
Accept reasonable setbacks and &ilures 20,25 
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Table 16 (Continued) 
Crosswalk of Competencies and Components fix)m Leadership Framework to Source Literature 

Source Literature 
Competency/Components 

Ensuring Shared Understanding 

Listen actively 
Determine information sharing strategies 
Employ engaging communication techniques 
Convey thou^ts and ideas to. ensure 
understanding 
Present recommendations so others understand 
advantages 
Be sensitive to cultural factors in 
communication 

Reinforcing Growth in Others 

Assess current development needs of others 
Foster job development, job challenge, and job 
enrichment   
Coach, counsel, mentor 
Facilitate ongoing development 
Support institutional-based development 
Build team skills and processes 

Arming Self to Lead 

Maintain mental and physical health and well- 
being 
Maintain self awareness; enqiloy self 
understanding, and recognize impact on others 
Evaluate and incorporate feedback from others 
Expand knowledge of technical, technological, 
and tactical areas 
Expand conceptual and interpersonal 
capabilities 
Analyze and organize information to create 
knowledge 
Maintain relevant cultural awareness 
Maintain relevant geo-political awareness 

(Numbers stand for citations in references) 

23 
8,20,23,31 
3,143^8,31,32,34 
2,3,7,8,9,10,14,15,16,17,23,25,26,27,28,29, 
30,31  
4,10,14,28,35 

20,21,34 

4,15,25,29,34 
3,15,17 

3,10,11.17,24,27,29,34 
3,4,7,8,9,17,26,28,29 
3,4,7,8,9,13,14,17,26,28,29 
3,4,7,8,9,15,17,18,22,26,27,31,33,34,35 

3,7,11,16,20,21,25,2731,34 

4,8,11,12,15,21,25,27,28,31,34 

20,31 
7,10,12,13,14,15,26,27,28,29,31,32,34 

3,4,9,18,31,32,34 

1,4,5,6,7,8,14,16,17,21,32,34,35 

3.16,20,21.34 
15,17,20,22 
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Table 16 (Continued) 
Crosswalk of Competencies and Components fiiom Leadership Framework to Source Literature 

Competency/Components 
Source Literature 

(Numbers stand for citations in references) 

Guiding Successfiil Operation 

Prioritize, organize, and coordinate taskings for 
teams 

7,9,10,11,17,19,27,28,34,35 

Identify and account for individual and group 
capabilities and commitment to task 

4,14 

Designate, clarify, and deconflict roles 10,34,35 
Identify, contend for, allocate, and manage 
resources 

3,17,28,34 

Remove work barriers 3,10,14,28,31,32,34,35 
Recognize and reward good performance 3,4,7,9,17,21,22,26,27,34 
Seek, recognize, and take advantage of 
opportunities to improve performance 

3,14,28,31,32,34,35 

Make feedback a part of work processes 3,10,11,17,24,27,29,34 
Execute plans to accomplish the mission 11,16,27,28,32 
Identify and adjust to external influences on 
the mission and organization 

1,3,5,7,8,10,14,15,16,18,25,27,28,29,31, 
32,34 

1                                                                                                                                               1 

Extending Influence 

Understand sphere of influence, means of 
influence, and limits of influence 7,8,15,16,17,22,25 
Build trust 5,9,14,15,34 
Negotiate for understanding, consensus, and to 
resolve conflict 4,10,14,28,35 
Build and maintain alliances 17,34,35 

successful in the Future Force. So, while the research team embraced the concepts behind 
leaders maintaining greater awareness and understanding the opportunities and consequences of 
adapting, they felt the best way to express the importance of these 'meta-competencies' is within 
the components and actions of the proposed fiamework. 

Support from Leadership Theory Research 

As covered in the mediod section of fliis report, leadership theory has a long history and 
has resulted in extensive research regarding how leadership is manifested in organizations and 
individuals. All the proposed competencies have support from multiple leadership theories. 
Table 17 presents an overview of the theories and research in support of the proposed Army 
leadership competencies. The name of the theory is shown along with a key construct and 
characteristic reference citation. 
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Table 17 
Proposed Anny Leadraship Competencies with Supporting Theories 

Competency 

T jBnAinp, Other to Success: 
A leader motivates and 
influences others to take 
initiative, work toward a 
common purpose, 
accomplish tasks, and 
achieve organizational 
objectives. 

Exemplifying Sound Values 
and Behaviors: Maintaining 
standards and providing 
examples of efifective 
behaviors influraices others 
to behave and perform 
similarly. All Army leaders 
should model Army values 
continuously. Modeling 
provides tangible evidence 
of desired behaviors and 
reinforce verbal guidance 
throu^ demonstration of 
commitment and action. 

Theory - relevant aspects 

Leader behavior - concern for people 
Leader behavior - supportive behaviors 

Leader behavior - consideration 

Leader behavior - leadership definition 
Contingency model - leader member 
relations 
Normative decision theory - autocratic, 
consultative & participative strategies 
Situational leadership - development 
level of followers 
Leadership attribution theory - 
leadership depends on perceptions of 
leaders and followers 
Path-goal theory - fedlitate the path to 
followers' goals 
Leader-m«nber exchange theory - 
tailored interactions with individuals 
Transformational leadership - 
inspirational motivation 
Charismatic leadership - operate from 
high moral belief, model desired 
attitudes and behaviors; out fiiont setting 
a vision and advocating change  
Trait approach - self-confidence, 
determination, integrity  
Leadership attribution theory - 
legitimacy of leader depends on 
perceptions of followers 
Transformational leadership - idealized 
leadership; provide good role models for 
desired attitude and behaviors, 
empower followers to achieve higher 
standards; Charismatic leada^hip - 
image building 
Other theories (non leadership) 
vicarious learning 

Example Theory 
References 

Blake & Mouton, 1985 
Blanchard, Ziganni & 
Zigarmi, 1985 
Hellriegel, Slocum & 
Woodman, 1995 
Kotter, 1990 
Fiedler, 1967 

Vroom & Yetton, 
1973 
Hersey & Blanchard, 
1969 
Lord, 1985 

House, 1971 

Graen & Uhl-Bien, 
1995 
Avolio& Bass, 1991; 
2002 
House, 1976 

Stodgill, 1948,1974 

Lord, 1985 

AvoUo& Bass, 1991; 
2002; House, 1976 

Bandura, 1999 
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Table 17 (continued) 
Proposed Anny Leadership Competencies with SiQ)porting Theories 

Competency Theory - relevant aspects 
Example Theory 

References 
Vitalizine a Positive Climate: 
A leador has a responsibility to 
establish and maintain positive 
expectations and attitudes which 
produce the setting for positive 
attitudes and effective work 
behaviors. 

Leader-member exchange theory - 
"leadership making," climate & 
commitment 

Graen&Uhl-Bien, 
1995 

Transformational leadership - social 
architects that shape the organization; 
motivate followers to transform the 
organization; intellectual stimulation 

Avolio & Bass, 
1991; 2002 

1 
Ensurins Shared 
Understanding: By 

Leadership attribution theory - 
legitimacy of leader depends on 
perceptions of followers 

Lord, 1985 

understanding the nature and 
power of commimication and 
practicing effective 
communication techmques, one 
can better relate to others and 
translate goals into actions. 
Communication is essential to 
all other leadership 
competencies. 

Leader-member exchange theory - 
effective communications 

Graen & Uhl-Bien, 
1995 

Transformational and charismatic 
leadership - dramatic ways of 
articulating goals 

Avolio & Bass, 
1991; 2002; House, 
1976 

Other tideories (non-leadership): 
communication maxims, shared 
m^tal models, sensemaking 

Grice, 1975; Salas, 
Cannon-Bowers, 
Johnston, 1997; 
Weick,1995 

Reinforcing Growth in Others: 
Assisting others to grow as 
individuals and teams facilitates 
the achievement of 
organizational goals and is a 
primary fimction of leadership. 

Transformational leadership - 
individualized consideration; motivate 
followers transform the organization; 
attention to the growth of followers 

Avolio & Bass, 
1991; 2002 

Path-goal theory - &cilitate the path 
to followers' long term goals 

House, 1971 

Leader-member exchange theory - 
"leadership making" 

Graen & Uhl-Bien, 
1995 

Armine Self to Lead: Onlv 
throu^ being prepared for 
missions and other challenges, 
being aware of self and 
situations, and the practice of 
career long learning and 
development can one fiilfill the 
responsibilities of leadership. 

Contingency model - assess own style 
in light of tibe situation 

Fiedler, 1967 

Normative decision theory - assess 
situation and match degree of 
autocracy/partidpation 

Vroom & Yetton, 
1973 

Path-goal theory - adapt to how self & 
own efforts will be perceived by 
subordinates 

House, 1971 

Transformational leadership - 
developmrait and training 

Bass, 1996 
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Table 17 (continued) 
Proposed Army Leadership Competencies with Supporting Theories 

Competency 

Guiding Successful Operations: 
Ultimately, a leader's purpose is 
to provide guidance and 
maintain control over the work 
environment in order to increase 
efficiency and effectiveness in 
one's own and subordinate's 
activities. 

Theory - relevant aspects 

Leader behavior - concern for 
production  
Leader behavior - directive behaviors 

Leader behavior - initiating structure 

Leader behavior - management def. 
Contingency model - task leadership 
Normative decision theory - 
autocratic style 
Situational leadership - adapt to 
followers' commitment & competence 
Path-goal theory - adapt to task 
characteristics 
Transformational leadership - work 
for organizational results  

Example Theory 
References 

Blake & Mouton, 
1985 
Blanchard, Zigarmi 
& Zigarmi, 1985 
Helhiegel, Slocum 
& Woodman, 1995 
Kotter, 1990 
Fiedler, 1967 
Vroom & Yetton, 
1973 
Hersey & Blanchard, 
1969 
House, 1971 

Avolio & Bass, 
1991; 2002 

Extending Influence: Leaders 
need to influence beyond their 
direct lines of authority and 
beyond chains of command; this 
influence may extend to joint, 
interagency, inter-governmental 
multinational, and other groups. 

Leader-member exchange theory - 
build trust with all who are involved 
Transformational leadership - full 
range model applied to high levels of 
organization or society 
Charismatic leadership - strong need 
to influence and dominate others 

Graen & Uhl-Bien, 
1995 
Avolio & Bass, 
1991; 2002 

House, 1976 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Integration of Competency Framework into Leader Development Process Model 

The Center for Army Leadership (CAL) has tiie charter to maintain Army 
leadership doctiine and ensure training and educational experiences produce leaders of 
competence and character. CAL requested this research to explore how well the current Army 
leadership framework supports leadership assessment, development, and preparation for the 
future environment. The results of this research have far reaching implications for all aspects of 
leader development. Figure 4 simply illusti-ates that a competency framework relates to 
leadership assessment, development, and performance. The competency framework is relevant 
to aspiring and current leaders, program developers, and anyone responsible for developing 
Army leaders. Depicted in Figure 4 is a continuous cycle of leader development that includes 
assessment, ti-aining and education, and performance. This cycle overiaps with tiie stages of 
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career progression that include accession, advancement, transfer, and separation. Distinguishing 
the competencies of core Army leadership from those of specific ranks and positions is not an 
easy undertaking. A fi:amewoik that focuses on leadership functions helps provide this 
distinction and assists in identifying, developing, and rewarding leadership behaviors across the 
cycle of leader development and the stages of career progression. In the Army, one should never 
stop growing as a leader, and feedback fiiom new assignments, formal training and education, 
and other sources supports career long learning. The competaicy frameworic provides the basis 
for intetpreting this feedback, understanding how training and development ties in with the 
functions of leadership, identifying areas of deficiency, and tracking progress in this never 
complete journey. 

Figure 4. Leadership competencies support ass^sment, training, education, and performance. 

Objective assessment comes in many forms including aptitude and personality tests, 
performance-based simulations, and other types of formal tests. Tests of leadership potential can 
be selected based upon how well they measure the competencies and components of the 
leader&hip fiiamework. Once Soldiers have begun tiieir careers, other types of subjective 
assessments (e.g., multi-rato: feedback) can then provide information structured according to the 
leadership fitimewoik. Such assessments are more likely to be employed as evaluations of 
specific situations, missions, or performance over time. After action reviews and other leader 
evaluation rq>orts can also provide additional feedback based iipon leadership competency. 
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Regardless of the type and tuning of assessment, gaps in leader development may be 
detected and these gaps provide the needs assessment for training and development A 
competency frameworic provides the stracture by which leadership training and development 
objectives should be organized. All leadership development content should be related to the 
components and competencies of die framework yet the framework remains flexible to 
incorporate evolving areas of leadership ftmctiorL Assignments can (and should) be identified 
that provide the developmental experiences necessary to either improve current weaknesses or 
utilize strengths, depending on mission requirements and external situations (e.g., in times of war 
it may be too risky to rely on stretch assigmnents to develop leaders). 

The effectiveness of leader training and development is only truly validated in 
operational circumstances and to a lesser extent through simulation exercises. Operational 
missions and training exercises provide the conditions in which the leadership competency 
framework and subsequent training and development can be evaluated for contributions to 
individual and unit success. Deficiencies in mission accomplishment and task performance can 
be measured througji objective and subject means and correlated with leader assessments. 
Identified deficiencies can tiien be addressed in follow-up training and education as part of the 
continuous cycle of development 

Validating Competencies for Use in Army Leader Development Processes 

Validation of tests that affect employment decisions made regarding selection, 
promotion, classification, and even training should they lead to other employment decisions are 
provided by the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission, 1978). While the Uniform Guidelines do not necessarily apply to 
competency models used as fiWeworks for employee development, the instructions contained 
therein provide a basis for determining how the content of any test or assessment instrument used 
in employment decisions should be derived. The validation recommendations are based upon 
information contained in the guidelines. 

The most common q)proach toward validating a competency model is to establish if the 
content of the model is descriptive of success or otherwise representative of those characteristics 
necessary to be successfiil in the positions in question. This typically involves gathering 
additional judgments fix)m incumbents to determine if the content of the model is consistent with 
their experirace and opinion regarding what competencies leaders in similar positions will need 
to be eflFective in the fiiture. Content jqyproaches often extend the original development method 
throu^ a sort of cross-validation with different SMEs than those used to do the original 
fitimework or model development Such a validation effort could be conducted on the proposed 
model by gathering a rq)resentative (normally 3 or more from each category) set of Army 
leaders of each category (sufiBdent rqiresentation of leaders across rank cohorts) included and 
having them review the model for f5>plicability and thoroughness. Modifications to die model 
would be made at this time if siq>ported by the judgments of the incumbents. 

Empirical validation of the model through oriterion-related approaches involves 
estabUdiing a statistical relationship between measures of the competencies and measures of 
leadership performance. This requires collecting predictor and criterion data. Predictors could 
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come in the foim of standardized or developed tests of the competency constructs, multi-rater 
assessments, institutional or other coursewoik performance, or other measures directly related to 
the competencies or components of the model. The Army training environment offers several 
possible criterion measures including performance ratings during unit training exercises, unit 
operational readiness measures, observer controller ratings and objective battlefield measures 
during formal Training Center exercises, and current evaluation reportmg ratings. Operational 
measures of performance are more difGcult to collect but still offer potential. Significant 
correlations between ratings or other predictors based on the firamewoik competencies and 
criterion measures would validate those dimensions of the fi-amewoik. Non-significant 
correlations would provide areas in need of further research or refinement Validation can be 
viewed an on-going task as the framework is introduced and itemized in assessment and training 
applications. 

Establishing a Framework of Leadership Competencies 

Leadership competencies should represent how leaders use theu: skills and other 
attributes to achieve organizational objectives. Figure 5 depicts how the proposed leadership 
competencies mi^t appear in a graphical rqiresentation. 

Primary 
domain of 
the leaden 
precursor 

and means 
of interacting 
with others. 

Lesser/gn^er 
degrees of 

indirect - direct 
influence. 

Domain of 
potential 
leader 

influence. 

Primary domain of 
those influenced, 
including outside 

command. 

Primary domain of 
those led in the 

unit/organization. 

Figure 5. Gr^hical representation of proposed Army leadership competencies. 
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In this representation, the ultimate goal of leadership is to advance organizational 
objectives in terms of successful operations. This is the result of Vitalizing Climate, Leading 
Others to Success, Reinforcing Growth in Others, and Extending Influence. Preparing or arming 
self is the antecedent to performing in any of the other competency areas. Arming Self 
represents the "Be" aspect of the current model in that values, conceptual skills, technical, 
tactical and technological proficiency allow one to then enact leadership through conmiunication 
and other behaviors (Ensuring Common Understanding and Exemplifying Sound Values and 
Behaviors, respectively). Leaders affect change in their environment and others through written 
and oral communications and through their actions. The primary areas of influence on others 
come through Shaping climate. Leading Others to Success, Reinforcing Growth in Others, and 
Extending Influence. While illustrative, this representation is more linear and sequential than 
occurs in actuality, however. For example. Aiming Self is a continual process to meet the 
challenges implied by the other competencies and not simply the starting point for competency. 

Leadership competencies require appropriate knowledge, skill, and other attributes, each 
of which are developed over time, through different experiences, and manifested in different 
ways. The difficulty in representing competency constructs through graphical means is related to 
the geometiic challenge of properly indicating interactions, evolution, and contextual factors of 
behavioral constiiicts in two-dimensional space. Still, one of the purposes of establishing a 
leadership framework is to better conununicate how leadership behaviors can be manifested. If 
graphical representations serve to extend this communication without misrepresentation then 
further attempts at modeling these competencies within the larger Army leadership development 
context should be made. 

Integrating the Competency Framework into Doctrine 

The existing Army leadership framework is based upon values, attiibutes, skills, and 
actions represented in a Be, Know, Do structure. A competency framework essentially integrates 
each of the dimensions of the existing framework into a more parsimonious representation of 
how leadership is manifested for operational and organizational success. A competency 
framework is completely consistent with the current Army leaderahip framework but extends the 
interpersonal skills represented in the current fimnework into a more complete and stiuctured 
presentation of the actions of leadership. The proposed framework is also consistent with the 
doctrinal concept of leaders of character and competence and actually more logically extends the 
constiuct of competence as presented. A logical integration would be to retain the character 
portion of leadership as described in tiie existing Army values and skills (conceptual, technical, 
and tactical) but now reflect the competence portion (interpersonal) in the eight leadership 
competencies identified in this research. Support for this contention can be found in Day and 
Halpin (2004, p.8) where they propose "it may be argued tiiat leaders must have the fundamental 
skills to accomplish their job (Technical skills), they must be able to understand how to employ 
their own talents and others' to achieve organizational goals (Tactical and Conceptual Skills), 
and they must know how to work with and through others to accomplish these goals (Leadership 
Skills)." 
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Describing leadership interpersonal skills in terms of competencies also helps distinguish 
the leadership portion of one's job. Technical and tactical skills are components of leadership 
but their influence on others occurs through leader interpersonal behavior. The proposed 
framework includes coverage of how these skills are manifested in the competency components. 
In contrast with technical skill, conceptual complexity increases as one ascends through 
leadership positions. Indeed, conceptual capacity may be a primary indicator of leadership 
potential. Yet everyone in an organization uses conceptual skills and makes decisions but they 
are not necessarily leading when doing so. Additionally, there could be other skill areas 
represented at the same level as conceptual, tactical, and technical which are not included in the 
existing model such as observational, perceptual, strategic, and diagnostic (Wright & Taylor, 
1994). 

In this revised model, the existing content in FM 22-100 on values, and technical, 
tactical, conceptual content areas can serve as foundational material to better describe how the 
competencies and components are supported, developed, and maintained. Valuable attribute 
content from the existing manual could be adapted to the competency section and tied to specific 
components to better illustrate how they are related to leadership actions. Detail regarding 
conceptual skills, such as how critical reasoning and reflective thinking may be applied to carry 
out various leadership competency components or actions would be an effective method of 
linking skills with functions. The research team recommends additional research to determine 
the best methods for describing how these skills relate to the leadership competencies. 

As a result of the ATLD study recommendations and other initiatives, there have been 
other efforts related to Army leadership competencies. A set of Army leadership competency 
maps was developed to guide officer, NCO, and warrant officer education systems (Cubic, 
2002). The intent of this effort was to transform formal leadership education into a competency- 
based system that focuses more on development and education than on task-based training 
(Cubic, 2002). The maps identify competencies, skills, behaviors, and supporting performances. 
The seven competencies consist of the four skills (conceptual, interpersonal, technical, and 
tactical) and the three actions (improving, influencing, operating) from the existing FM 22-100 
framework. In the maps, a competency is defined as 'an underlying (fairly deep and enduring) 
characteristic of an individual that causes or predicts behavior and performance measured on a 
specific criterion or standard' (Cubic, 2002, p. 1-6). In review of the competency maps the 
research team found issues similar to review of the FM 22-100 with multiple and possibly 
unnecessary category distinctions and instances of item classifications that lacked consistency. 

While this current research presents a core model of future Army leadership 
requirements, there may be other aspects of development that will improve integration of this 
model into the next version of Army Leadership doctrine, designated FM 6-22 (in accordance 
with joint publication numbering system). With the exception of the U.S. Air Force leadership 
competency framework that depicts levels of leadership at tactical, operational, and strategic 
levels, the other U.S. military service competency models do not reflect differences in 
competency by level or otherwise attempt to organize competencies into anything but a simple 
framework. However, the existing FM 22-100 does designate different leadership skills and 
actions for direct, organizational, and strategic leaders, apparently draived from Jaques' 
Stratified Systems Theory (Jaques, 1988). The application of managerial accountability, time 
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complexity concepts, while jqjpropriate to strict management functions, may prove misleading 
for future leader development initiatives. For example, 'dealing with ambiguity and uncertainty' 
is first mentioned as a conceptual skill necessary for strate^c leadere. The research team 
believes such a skill is necessary at all levels and whose development at least needs to be 
encouraged at initial levels. While informative and consistent with previous research on the 
cognitive demands of managers (Jacobs & Jaques, 1987), the impact of level of leadership must 
be rethougjit in the context of a core Army leadership competency model. The research team 
recommends a thorou^ review of the skills and actions portion of the existing FM 22-100 to 
determine how they can be better integrated into the proposed competency fiiamework. 

Extending the Application of the Leadership Framework 

An aspect of the Army leadership competency model that requkes mention is to ensure 
the doctrine of the new FM 6-22 is being consistently and properly integrated into all aspects of 
leader developmrait, assessment, and evaluation as intaided. FM 22-100 provides instructional 
material as well as doctrine. ChaptCTS 5,6, and 7 prescribe how direct, organizational, and 
strategic leaders can use decision making, problem solving, and other actions to achieve end 
goals. For example, the 1999 version of FM 22-100 reads: 

"To assess your subordinate leaders, you must— 
• Observe and record leadership actions. Figure 2-1 is a handy guide for organizing 

your thoughts. 
• Compare what you see to the performance indicators in Appendix B or the 

appropriate reference. 
• Determine if the performance meets, exceeds, or falls below standard. 
• Tell your subordinates what you saw; give than a chance to assess themselves. 
• Help your subordinate develop a plan of action to improve performance." (p 5-13) 

This information is most usefiil if it is supplemented in existing educational courses by examples 
of appUcation and outcomes. This material provides the introduction to leadership concepts that 
should then be further explored thiou^ institutional instruction, application on the job, and self- 
development activities. In other words, leadership development does not occur through merely 
reading of doctrinal materials. It is important that the concq)ts and fi:amework established in this 
doctrine be supported consistently throu^out the three developmental domains and through 
feedback from evaluation and assessment mechanisms. 

A second, related issue is that competency fi:ameworks or models are designed to provide 
the foundations of leadership, but are always limited to some extent. While sample actions 
provide information related to how one manifests a component of a competency, it is difficult to 
provide adequate detail regarding the timing, environments and conditions, and other specific 
action detail to completely eliminate ambiguity associated witih competencies and components. 
For example, a sample action under the component 'Establish and impart clear intent and 
purpose' is 'Ensure subordinates understand and accept direction.' lliis guidance does not 
indicate the methods one mi^t use to detamine understanding, when or how frequently this 
action must be done, or what constitutes 'understanding and acceptance' of direction. There will 
always be room for interpretation related to competency models, and this is beneficial. The goal 
is not to completely describe all actions leaders must perform to make the organization 
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successful - but to provide the basis for how leaders will interpret situations and use iheir own 
unique skills and attributes to implemrait proven leadership actions. 

Capitalizing on Technology 

As the Army explores methods for more rapid inculcation of key leadership competencies 
and continues to build its knowledge management database, technology can serve both purposes. 
Army Regulation 350-1, Army Training and Education (Department of the Army, 2003) makes it 
clear that technology (high level architecture; training aids, devices, simulators, simulations; 
tactical engagemoat simulation, etc.) will be involved in all aspects of training and leader 
development Distributed learning, scenario based simulations, remote mentoring, just in time 
lessons leamed, personal digital assistants, and other technology-based instruction and job aids 
will continue to change the nature of the way leaders leam and q>ply their skills. However, only 
by using a common set of leadership requirranents can the research team most efBciently 
coordinate the impact of th^e new technologies on future leader success. 

Training and education translate and reinforce the concepts contained in Army doctrine 
into the behaviors necessary for successful missions. While documentation is essential for 
reference purposes, there may be more efGcient means to conceptualize, develop, and store the 
information contained in doctrine. The 1999 version of FM 22-100 expanded tiie presentation of 
leadership concepts by including quotes fix)m Army leaders and vignettes of leadership finom past 
battles. This provides alternative stimulus for learning but there is room to capitalize on 
technology to store, reshape, and expand the message. Alternative means of integrating doctrinal 
information into training and development content should be explored such as the representation 
of concepts via computer media that allow interactivity of learner with content. Other ways 
include expanding the presentation of training concepts tiirou^ scenario-based simulations of 
leadership constructs (Hill, Douglas, Gordon, Pighin, & van Velsen, 2003), the integration of self 
assessment instruments into cont^it, and the development of doctrinal information chunks as the 
antecedents to Army knowledge management and educational content. 

Examining Competency Balance and Mix 

A core leadership competency model serves as a foundation for depicting leadership 
functioning within an organization, howev^-, no two leaders or leadership situations are ever 
alike. More than likely, success is influenced by a good match between tiie leader and the 
situation. Yet, the very nature of a competency model is to establish a structure for examining the 
actions of lead^s that are likely to predict succ^s across situations. However the structure alone 
does not tell the entire story. 

Leaders within an organization must balance their time invested in the competency areas 
and theu- level of development across these areas. Conger (1990) and others have explored the 
dangers of charismatic leaders who are driven only by then: vision or previous success. These 
same dangers exist for those who rely on a few competencies to the exclusion of the entire set. 
As an extreme example, an over reliance on adaptability may prove detrimental in situations 
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where external parameters are well established and rote decision making related to known 
probabilities is necessary. Adaptability for adaptabiUty sake could well be a leadership 
indulgence that is dangerous on the battlefield. 

Likewise, a leader who accomplishes the mission without regard to resources, morale, or 
long-term commitment may be recognized and promoted but risks the continued support of his or 
her unit. The consequences of this support may cut short promising subordinate careers and have 
ripple effects throughout the Army and into the future. Similarly, a leader who excels at oral 
communication but doesn't live Aimy values may lose his or her audience at the most crucial 
moments. 

It is this balance of competency that builds the most successful leaders. It is also the 
balance that holds the most challenge for leader assessment and development. As all kinds of 
leaders are assessed into the Army, how can the Army assure developmental experiences match 
these needs for balance across the full range of competencies? The research team recommends 
further investigation of the proposed competencies and components during the validation 
research to assess aspects of competency balance and mix, and additional guidance to minimize 
the potential danger of competency over-focus or exclusion. 

Summary 

Many consider the Army to be one of America's top leader development organizations. 
While a range of factors contributes to this perspective, systematic and regular examination of 
the processes, content, and strategies associated with leader development reinforce the 
foundation for success. The ATLD study is an example of the investment the Army makes in its 
own future. 

The Army concept of leadership has undergone significant refinement and evolution 
since its introduction in doctrine in the 1920's. However, the need for a clear representation of 
responsibilities and an efficient method for communicating these responsibilities to Army leaders 
will always be necessary. This effort has attempted to extend the current view of Army 
leadership to incorporate leadership requirements projected 20 years into the future by proposing 
a competency-based model of leadership functioning. Feedback obtained from the research team, 
subject matter experts, and CAL give all indication at this point that the proposed leadership 
competency framework is sound and can provide a basis for leadership development in the 
Army. 

The Army has been successful in the past for many reasons, but most certainly because of 
the quality of leadership provided. Success in the future will likewise depend on strong 
leadership, and systematic assessment of leadership competency allows the organization to 
monitor and adjust aspects of leader development. Only by using a conunon leadership model, 
can all aspects of leader development be truly coordinated and individual progress against this 
model be recorded and monitored. Objective and subjective methods of assessing leadership 
skills and competencies can be used to provide feedback for individual development, program 
evaluation, career advancement, and personnel management systems. The real test of the 
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framework and the detennination of whether modifications will be needed will come as the 
framework is applied to assessment, education and training. It is expected that the framework can 
best be enhanced through application and refining the sample actions. If and when the 
framework is implemented it should be evaluated and refined as necessary. 

The Army leadership competency model proposed in this research, once validated, 
represents a foundation from which Army training and education processes can recalibrate their 
content and programs of instruction. The model provides the structure for a roadmap of 
assessment, development, and feedback that individuals and organizations can refer for success 
in an uncertain future. Just as new construction changes roadmap features, so too will new 
technologies and environmental influences introduce possible change in the model components 
by which Army leaders are grown. Only through such an established model and regular 
assessment of these influences can institutions, units, and individuals chart the course to best 
prepare for this complex and challenging future. 
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FM 22-100 (1999) 

Overarching Definition 
Leaders of character and competence act 
to achieve excellence by developing a 
force that can fight and win the nation's 
wars and serve the common defense of the 
United States. (Leader Character- who the 
leader is- is comprised of values and 
attributes.)  

B% 

1. Loyalty: Loyalty Is a two-way street: you 
should not expect loyalty without being 
prepared to give it as well. Soldiers fight forf- 
each other—loyalty Is commitment to your ^ 
comrades and your country E 

Values 

Leader values describe the leader's worth 
of people, concepts, and other things. 
"Everything starts here." 

Overarching Definition 
The concept of leadership for the 
United States Amny is based on 
accomplishing the organizational 
mission while preserving the 
dignity of the Soldier. 

FM 22-100 (1973 & 1958) 
Traits Principles 

Overarching Definition 
l-eadership is the art of 
influencing and directing men 
in such a way as to obtain their 
willing obedience, confidence, 
respect loyal cooperation in 
order to achieve the mission 

I These versions of FM 22-100 
^' describe leadership characteristics 

in traits' rather than values or 
attributes. The 14 traits presented 
in the 1973 manual are mapped on 
the 1999 version below,  

Lovaltv: Loyalty is the quality of 

Duty: Duty begins with everything 
required of you by law, regulation, and 
orders; but it includes much more than 
that. Professionals do their work not just to 
the minimum standard, but to the very best 
of their ability. 

'I proper performance of duty; To 
cany out any activity with willing 
effort; To continually put forth one's 
best effort in an attempt to achieve 
the highest standards of 
perfomiance and to subordinate 
personal interests to military 
requirements.  

4. Selfless Service: Selfless sendee means 
doing whaf s right for the nation, the Army, 
your organization, and your people—and 
putting these responsibilities above your 
own interests.  

Respect: In the Army, respect means 
recognizing and appreciating the inherent 
dignity and worth of all people. This value 
reminds you that your people are your 
greatest resource. 

Honor Honor provides the "moral 
compass' for character and personal 
conduct in the Army. Though many people J 
stmggle to define the term, most recognize ' 
instinctively those with a keen sense of 
nght and wrong, those who live such that   | 
their words and deeds are above reproach 

Integrity: Leaders of integrity make their 
pnnciples known and consistently act in 
accordance with them. 
  

Tact: The ability to deal with others 

R 

P 

faithfulness to country, the Anny, 
seniors, subordinates, and peers. 

i^d.' A^-} 

In addition, these versions also 
present a list of 11 principles 
that are provided to lllustrafe 
effective leadership. These 
map onto the 1999 Be- Know- 
Do version as well. 

Dependability: The certainty of 

in a respectful manner The leader 
who displays tact in dealing with 
superiors and subordinates 
encourages courteous treatment in 
retum.  
Unselfishness: The unselfish 
leader is one who avoids providing 
for his own comfort and personal 
advancement at the expense of 
others.   

integrity: The uprightness and 
soundness of moral principles, the 
quality of faithfulness and honesty 

} describe integrity. 
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FJNHKi.10q(1999) 

7. Personal Couraae: Personal couraqe 
isn't the absence of fear; rather, it's the 
ability to put fear aside and do what's 
necessary. It takes two forms, physical and 
moral. Good leaders demonstrate both. 

I Couraae: Couraae is a mental 
quality that recognizes the fear of 
danger or criticism, but enables a 
man to proceed in the face of it 
with calmness and fiminess. 

Attributes 
Leader attributes are a person's 
Fundamental qualities and characteristics. 

Mental Attributes 
■ 

1. Will: Will is the inner drive that compels 
Soldiers and leaders to keep going when 

;   they are exhausted, hungry, afraid, cold, 
'   and wet—when it would be easier to quit. 

' 2. Self-Discioline: Seif-disciolined oeoole 
.   are masters of their impulses. Self- 

discipline allows Army leaders to do the 
^   right thing regardless of the consequences 

For them or their subordinates. 

~ 3. Initiative: Initiative is the ability to be a    '• 
I   self-starter—4o act when there are no clear 

instoictions, to act when the situation 
changes or when the plan falls apart. 

Initiative: Initiative is the takinq of 
, action in the absence of orders. 

4. Judament: Good iudqment is the abilitv   : 
to size up a situation quickly, determine 

:   what's important, and decide what needs 
to be done.                                             : 

Judament: Judqment is the abilitv 
to logically weigh factors and 
possible solutions on which to base 
decisions. 

. 5. Self-Confidence: Self-confidence is the   ' 
faith that you'll act correctly and properly in " 
any situation, even one in which you're 
under stress and don't have all the 
infonnation you want. 

6. Intelliaence: Intelliqent leaders think.       i 
learn, and reflect; then they apply what 

:   they leam. 

Knowledge: The leader should 
develop a program of learning to 
keep himself abreast of current 
developments in his military 
specialty, command policies, and 
his local and world communities. 
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7. Cultural Awareness: Culture Is a group's 
shared set of beliefs, values, and 
assumptions about wfiat's important. As an 
Army leader, you must be aware of cultural 
factors in three contexts: 

You must be sensitive to the different 
; backgrounds of your people. 

You must be aware of the culture of the 
country in which your organization is 
operating. 

' -You must take Into account your partners' 
customs and traditions when you're 
working with forces of another nation- 

Physical Attributes 

1. Health Fitness: Health fitness is 
everything you do to maintain good health, 
things such as undergoing routine physical 
exams, practicing good dental hygiene, 
maintaining deployability standards, and 

i Bven personal grooming and cleanliness. 

Physical Fitness: Unit readiness begins 
l^jwith physically fit Soldiers and leaders. 
^ Combat drains Soldiers physically, 

mentally, and emotionally. To minimize 
those effects. Army leaders are physically 
fit, and they make sure their subordinates 
are fit as well. 

Military and Professional Bearing: As an 
Anmy leader, you're expected to look like a 
Soldier. Know how to wear the uniform and 
wear it with pride at all times. Meet height 
and weight standards. By the way you 
carry yourself and through your military 
courtesy and appearance, you send a 

:^-; signal: I am proud of my unlfonn, my unit, 
and myself. 

f4 

general appearance, carriage, 
deportment, and conduct. The 

^ bearing of the leader establishes 
I the standard by which affects 

subordinates, peers, and superiors 

Emotional Attributes 
1. Self Control: Leaders control their 
emotions. No one wants to wortc for a 
hysterical leader who might lose control in 
a tough situation. 

Balance: Emotionally balanced leaders 
display the right emotion for the situation 
and can also read others' emotional state. 

Stability: Effective leaders are steady, 
levelheaded under pressure and fatigue, 

,  and calm in the face of danger. These 
P characteristics calm their subordinates, 
U who are always looking to their leader's 
t| example. 

#;    FM22-100 (1973 & 1958) 
^its ■    Pnnciplt' 

Endurance (IV the mental and 
physical stamina measured by the 
ability to withstand pain, fatigue, 
stress, and hardship, is akin to 
courage. It is an important quality 
that leaders must have to merit 
respect from subordinates. 

n 

Bearing: A man's bearing is his 

Endurance (2): the mental and 
I physteal stamina measured by the 
I ability to withstand pain, fatigue, 
I stress, and hardship, is akin to 
I courage, it is an important quality 
I that leaders must have to merit 

respect from subordinates. 
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rails Principles 

1. Interpersonal skills: These skills affect 
how you deal with people. They include 
coaching, teaching, counseling, motivating, 
and empowering. 

Keep Your Men Informed (1): It 
is important to provide Soldiers 
with the reason and logic of 
decisions to improve teamwork 
and enhance moral 

2. Conceptual skills: Conceptual skills 
enable you to handle ideas. They require 
sound judgment as well as the ability to 
think creatively and reason analytically, 
critically, and ethically.  

3. Technical skills: These are job-related 
abilities. They Include basic Soldier skills 
As an Anmy leader, you must possess the 
expertise necessary to accomplish all tasks 
and functions you're assigned 

Be Technically and Tacticallv 
Proficient (1): A leader must 
demonstrate to his men that he 
is well- qualified to lead his 
unit. He must be competent in 
combat operations and training 
as well as in the technical and 
administrative aspects of his 
duties. 

4. Tactical skills: Tactical skills apply to 
solving tactical problems, that is, problems 
concerning employment of units in combat. 
You enhance tacttoal skills when you 
combine them with interpersonal, 
conceptual, and technical skills to 
accomplish a mission. 

Be Technically and Tacticallv 
Proficient (1): A leader must 
demonstrate to his men that he 
is well- qualified to lead his 
unit. He must be competent in 
sombat operations and training 
as well as in the technical and 
administrative aspects of his 
duties.  ^ 

DO 

1. Communicating: Communicating 
involves displaying good oral, written, and 
listening skills for individuals and groups. 

Keep Your Men Informed (2): It 
is important to provide Soldiers 
with the reason and logic of 
decisions to improve teamwork 
and enhance moral. 

2. Decision making: This involves selecting 
the line of action intended to be followed as 
the one most favorable to the successful 
accomplishment of the mission. This 
involves using sound judgment, reasoning 
logically, and managing resources wisely. 

Make Sound and Timely 
Decisions: The leader must be 
able to make a rapid estimate 
of the situation and arrive at a 
sound decision. 

3. Motivating: Motivating involves inspiring 
and guiding others toward mission 
accomplishment. 

Insure that the Task is 
Understood. Supervised, and 
Accomplished: The leader 
must insure that the orders are 
property executed by either 
checking personally or by 
using his chain of command. 

4. Planning and preparing: These involve 

*h 

developing detailed, executable plans that 
are feasible, acceptable, and suitable; 
arranging unit support for the exercise or 
operation; and conducting rehearsals. 

5. Executing: This involves meeting 
mission standards, taking care of people, 

< and efficiently managing resources. 
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evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness 
of any system or plan in terms of its 
purpose and mission. 

investing adequate time and effort to 
develop individual subordinates as leaders. 
It includes mentoring. 

8. Building: Assessing involves spending 

6. Assessing: Assessing involves 

^ Developing: Assessing involves 

time and resources to improve teams, 
groups, and units and to foster an etfiical 
climate. 

FM 22-100 (1973 & 1958) 
Traite Principles 

Deveiopino a Sense of 
Responsibilltv in Your 
Subordinates: A way to show 
your men that you are 
interested in their welfare is to 
give them the opportunity for 
professional Development. 

9. Learning: teaming involves seeking 
self-improvement and organizatiormi 
growth. It includes envisioning, adapting, 
and leading change. 

h 
',i^<^e#*}»*-'' 

r 

for their Welfare: The leader 

Know Yourself and Seek Self- 

Know Your Men and Look out 

must understand what makes 
his men tick-their values, 
attitudes- and help them 
achieve their needs. 

improvement: Honest self 
evaluation to detennine his own 
strengths and weaknesses is of 
paramount importance to a leader. 

Addltionar TraHs Beyond 1999 

must be a good example for 
his men through integrity, 
courage, administrative 
knowledge, professional 
competence, personal 
appearance, and personal 
conduct.        

Train Your Men as a Team: It 

Enthusiasm: Enthusiasm is the 
display of sincere interest and zeal 
in the performance of duties. 

lustice: The military leader gives 
rewards and punishments 

I according to the merits of the case 
I in question. 

i 
Decisiveness: The leader should 
be able to make decisions promptly 
and state them in a clear, forceful 

anner. 

Additional Principle* 
Beyond 1999 

Set the Example: A leader 

is the duty of the leader to train 
the members of his unit so that 
they will be tactically and 
technically proficient, and so 
they work as a team. 

Emplov Your Unit in 
Accordance with If s 
Capabilities: A good leader 
must know what his unit is 
trained to do as well as their 
capabilities. Then, he must 
employ the unit based on if s 
capabilities. 

V:^^. fi-4:'-' 
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